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First the SPR of silver nanoprisms are simulated by DDA method in chapter 3. The UV-Vis 
spectrum is intensively used to monitor the formula screening and formation process in 
thereafter experimental chapters. In this chapter, a scheme is proposed to derive the thickness of 
nanoprisms with round forms from TEM and simulation data. 
 
In chapter 4, hydrogen peroxide is used to activate the reductant precursors such as citrate, 
ethanol and PVP on the surfaces of in situ formed silver seeds. It is found that the silver 
nanoprisms can be successfully produced. 
 
In chapter 5, Silver nanoprisms with different sizes have been successfully produced by simply 
tuning the pH value of growth bath in the seed mediated crystal growth method. The role of 
oxygen is investigated in formation mechanism of silver nanoprisms. It is found that no silver 
nanoprisms can be produced under anaerobic condition. This view is further supported by 
electrodepositing of silver nanoplates. It is found that the silver nanoplates can be successfully 
electrochemically prepared under the 2e- pathway of reducing oxygen. 
 
In chapter 6, single crystal gold nanoprisms with high purity are also successfully prepared at 
ambient condition under light irradiation of 254 nm. The size of these nanoprisms can be tuned 
by simply adjusting the pH value of growth bath. The XRD data disapproves the popular view 
ix 
 
of stacking faults existing in gold nanoprisms. The result further confronts the role of stacking 
faults in formation of plate form of gold. 
In theoretical part of this study, surface energy and adsorption energy of citric acid shows that 
they are not enough to explain why nanoplates are formed. Ab initio modeling on formation 
mechanism of gold nanoprisms shows one possible pathway of formation of gold nanoprism. It 
is further found that gold nanoplates are always formed provided that there is one mechanism 
of exposing the interesting Au (110). That is, Au (110) is stabilized by some mechanism or the 
growth rate of Au (110) is slow enough. The kinetic process in atomic process always results in 
the symmetry breaking of crystal growth. This analysis will help to explain the small amount of 
silver and gold nanoplates are formed even in physical evaporating process in vacuum. 
 
In this thesis, H2O2 and O2 are employed in controlling the shapes of nanocrystals in solution 
growth of silver and gold nanocrystals. To produce silver and gold nanoprisms, weak 
reductants or precursor of reducing agent should be used. For example, in chapter 5, the 
ascorbic acid is used. In chapter 4 and 6, the reductants are more diversified. For example, citric 
acid or citrate in Chapter 4 and 6, ethanol and PVP without reducing ability at ambient 
condition are used to as precursor of reducing agent. The common feature of these compounds 
is that all of them should be activated first to reduce silver ions. If the activation process takes 
place on the silver or gold crystal surfaces, it will help in controlling the shapes due to its 
surface sensitive property. This process has been discussed in chapter 4-6 experimentally and 




Surface sensitivity reaction is believed to play the most important role in shaping the 
nanocrystals. For silver and gold nanoprisms, oxygen or ROS are convenient ways to tuning the 
reaction pathway of producing nanoprisms. In view of the complexity in solution process and 
infancy of this field, we hope the key ideas can provide new prospective to further engineering 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1. 1 Background of nanoscience and nanotechnology 
Nanoscience and nanotechlogy are attracting a great deal of attention in academia and 
industry. This field focuses on small systems operating at the nanoscale level (1-100 
nanometers). So what is so unique about this topic that makes it so challenging and exciting? 
Firstly, this topic is highly multidisciplinary which involves the collaboration between 
physicists, chemists, biologists, material scientists and engineers. 
Secondly, the nanostructures exhibit fascinating properties whether synthetic or natural 
in nature. For example, the single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can be metallic or 
semiconducting depending upon the diameter of SWCNTS and the way of folding the graphite 
planes.1  
Thirdly, the knowledge gained at the nanoscale helps us in the understanding the 
chemistry and physics of condensed matters. Compared to the bulky materials which are 
composed of 1023 atoms or molecules, the nanostructures comprise only hundreds and 
thousands of atoms. This smaller system is more easily modelled. Most importantly, while the 
properties of the bulk materials can usually be tuned by changing the compositions and phase 
structures, this can also be done by changing the size and shape in nanomaterials. This feature 
has been widely exploited in nanoscience and nanotechlogy. For example, the electronic levels 
of quantum dots such as CdSe, CdS2, and InAs3 can be tuned by changing the size of the 
quantum dots. This means that the absorption and emission spectrum can be modified by size 
variation. It has been reported that the magnetic nanoparticles exhibit supermagnetism when the 
 2 
 
size is small enough.4 As noble metals are reduced in size to tens of nanometers, a very strong 
new absorption in the UV-Vis region is observed resulting from the collective oscillation of the 
electrons in the conduction band from one surface of the particle to the other.  This is known as 
surface plasmon absorption. This strong absorption, giving rise to vivid characteristic colors, 
has been used in Europe in stained glass windows of cathedrals5 and by the Chinese in coloring 
vases and other ornaments. The plasma resonance of noble metal nanoparticles is the basis of 
single molecular detection by use of Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) 
technique6 and the topic of “plasmonics” discussed recently.7 In transition metal nanoparticles, 
the decrease in the particle size to the nanometer length scale would increase the surface-to-
volume ratio and surface defect which are very important considerations in catalytic processes. 
It was found that gold nanoparticles with small size loaded on some oxide supports have a 
profound catalytic activity in many reactions. This feature makes gold nanoparticles a potential 
catalyst for low temperature water gas shift (WGS) reactions8a, 8b, 9-11 and oxidative 
dehydrogenation8b, 12.  
It is important to note that advances made in nanoscience and nanotechnology have 
been made possible because of the development of advanced instrumentation, especially the 
innovation of STM and AFM13. Besides their characterization capabilities, these instruments 
allow the manipulation of atoms for the first time.14  
In general, nanostructures can be prepared by the 'top-down' or 'bottom-up' approach. 
The former may be seen as modern analogues of ancient methods such as lithography, writing 
or stamping, but capable of creating features down to the sub-100 nm range with modern 
techniques. The sophisticated tools with such precision include electron-beam writing, and 
advanced lithographic techniques that use extreme ultraviolet or even hard X-ray radiation. 
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Methods based on electron-beam writing achieve very high spatial resolution at reasonable 
capital costs, but operational capacity is limited by the serial nature of the process. The next-
generation production lines used by the semiconductor industry are likely to be based on X-ray 
lithography because of the small wavelength of the source. The upgrade of modern foundries 
will require huge investments and extensive equipment development, to deal with the need for 
vacuum environments, short-wavelength optics, and radiation sources and so on.  
Top-down methods essentially 'impose' a structure or pattern on the substrate being 
processed. In contrast, bottom-up methods aim to guide the assembly of atomic and molecular 
constituents into organized structures. For chemists, the bottom up approach seems more 
appealing. In other words, the nanostructures are directly prepared from fundamental units such 
as atoms, molecules, clusters or even nanocrystals. These fundamental units are self assembled 
into ordered nanostructures in a controlled fashion.15 There are many techniques reported in the 
literature for fabrication of nanostructures. In this work, we have opted for simple chemical 
routes in the preparation of silver and gold nanocrystals. 
Both silver and gold are coinage metals because they are inert under ambient 
conditions. They could be kept stable even in the nanosize domain for characterization without 
much difficulty. Further, the surfaces of both metals have been widely investigated in vacuum 
conditions.138 Adsorption by various species on these two metals is well studied.138 Dissociation 
of oxygen on silver surface has been extensively explored by experimentalists and theoreticians 
because silver is a standard catalyst in industry for the expiation of ethylene. Besides the 
research on metal surface under UHV, silver and gold clusters have also been extensively 
investigated in cluster science. In other words, research on noble metal nanocrystals has close 
links with surface science in UHV and cluster science. In order to explain the morphology 
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selection of the nanocrystals prepared in colloidal systems in this work, theoretical concepts in 
surface science and cluster science are employed. 
It is important to control the morphology of silver and gold nanocrystals because of 
application of noble nanoparticles in the required forms. Silver has the strongest Surface 
Enhancement Raman Effect (SERS) among all the metals. Xia’s group demonstrated that silver 
nanowires6 and nanocubes16 could be used as SERS substrate for single molecule detection. 
Before 1990s, spherical form of silver and gold was mostly reported in literature. Since 
1990s, the research on silver and gold nanocrystals has been reenergized under the “nano” 
concept. The most significant development lies in the ability to create new shapes that include 
nanorods17-20, nanowires21-23, nanoprisms24-46, nanocubes47-50, nanobars51 and tetrahedron52.  
In the following section, a review on the synthetic methods for shape-controlled metal 
nanocrystals is given.  
1.2  Synthesis of free standing metal nanocrystals of different shapes 
A number of physical and chemical methods have been developed to produce free 
standing metal nanocrystals.25, 27, 58, 92, 95 Noble metal nanocrystals can be fabricated by physical 
condensation processes in UHV or in inert gas environment53-57 by the use of Laser ablation, 
arc discharging or electron beam.  Metal atoms or very small metals clusters were produced by 
evaporation or fragmentation of the target. The atoms or clusters produced will coalescence into 
larger clusters or nanocrystals which deposit onto the substrate. Contrary to the neutral atoms or 
clusters in the physical condensation process, it is generally believed that in chemical reduction 
the metal ion was first reduced to small nuclei in a nucleation process. After nucleation, the 
metal ions are further reduced on these small nuclei because of a smaller energy barrier 
compared to the initial nucleation barrier. The redox potential of M+/M is dependent upon the 
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size of the metal clusters59-64, 80-88. This view is strongly supported in the field of photography59-
60 and the reduction of metal ions by high energy beams64, 71-72, and 75-77. This concept has been 
much exploited to produce metal nanostructures.  
In order to control the shape of the nanocrystals, specially prepared seeds (homogeneous 
or inhomogeneous seeds) have been used to induce crystal growth. This method is known as 
“seeds mediated crystal growth”.  There are two important applications of this idea. Core/shell 
nanostructures and bimetallic nanoparticles64, 66, 79-80 have been successfully produced due to 
the small nuclei barrier and the redox potential difference between the M1+/M1 and M2+/M2. 
The other application is in the control of the morphology of nanocrystals. Seeds are first 
produced by strong reductants. Mild or weak reductants such as polyol, citric acid and ascorbic 
acid or their salts are then employed to grow the nanocrystals. For example, gold and silver 
nanorods20-21, 88-95 were prepared by seed mediated growth in cetyl trimethylammonium 
bromide [CTAB] systems. Recently, this method was applied to synthesize nanoprisms29, 35-36, 
92, 95 and nanocubes92, 96 by a multi-steps method. This seed mediated crystal growth technique 
is very important in the thermodynamic tuning of the morphology of nanocrystals because the 
difference in redox potential of low miller index surfaces is quite small for noble metals. 
1.2.1  Condensation Method  
Epitaxial growth of crystals and metal clusters by vacuum deposition technique has been 
intensively investigated using LEED and STM.58, 97 Their morphologies are very influenced by 
the crystal lattice of the substrates. However, fine particles of metal may be produced by 
evaporation and condensation in an inert gas atmosphere at low pressures. They are formed in 
free space without any influence from the substrate, and are thought to possess their intrinsic 
equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) which is defined by surface energy concave. Kimoto53 
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observed that Be particles occur mainly in the form of hexagonal platelets with their faces 
normal to [001] and possess the ordinary h.c.p. structure. Interestingly, small portion of 
truncated triangular plate of silver have been observed although it belongs to f.c.c. structure and 
triangular nanoplates was also found in Fe particles with f.c.c. structure.53-55 This is very 
surprising because from ECS consideration, f.c.c metals should not be formed as plates due to 
symmetry inconsistency.  We will discuss this in more details in Chapter 7. 
1.2.2      Solution Method 
1.2.2.1    Template synthesis   
Two kinds of templates are used to prepare metal nanowires. One group is the 
alumina membranes98 and the other is the etching tracking polymer membranes99. It is possible 
to grow metal nanowires along the direction of nanochannels in the membrane because of the 
confinement, e.g., the formation of single crystal silver nanowires.100 Surprisingly, some of 
these nanowires are crystallized in the h.c.p. structure. 
1.2.2.2      Chemical reduction  
Preparation of gold sol by chemical reduction dated back as early as 1857.101 
Faraday’s gold sol was stable for more than 100 years. Before 1990s, much of the work on gold 
sol focused on colloid stability102-103, size control102, 104-105 and color106. Recently, nanocrystals 
such as cubes, rods, and nanowires have been fabricated in the search for new properties of 
novel nanostructures, especially for single molecule detection in biological systems.6 Generally, 
inert metal sols can be stabilized by charges.81, 107-108 Nanoparticles can also be stabilized by 
capping agents. The commonly used capping agents include thiols109 and amines110-111.  The 
gold nanoparticles are capped by thiols which can be separated and stored for later study.112 
When organic thiols or organic amine are used, the particles are less than 20 nm as larger 
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particles cannot be stabilized by organic thiols and organic amines. Choice of reductants 
includes strong reductants such as NaBH4, hydrogen, hydrazine and weak reductants such as 
citrates, ascorbic acid and glucose. Usually, the particle size of the resulting nanocrystals is 
smaller when a stronger reductant is used.  Further, no special shapes can be produced possibly 
because the strong reductants are unable to differentiate between the various low miller index 
surfaces because the redox potential difference between them is very small. 
If the citrates are used as the reducing and capping agent, the resulting sols are 
termed as citrate sols which are very stable. Under optimized conditions, nanoplates or 
nanoprisms can be produced.31, 104 
1.2.2.3     Reduction by energy beam 
High energy gamma ray59-80, 81-87 and UV-Vis light25, 27, 113 have been utilized to 
prepare silver and gold nanocrystals. Solvated electrons induced by high energy gamma ray can 
reduce the metal ions. By controlling the dose rate, clusters and several atoms of silver have 
been produced.81 No special forms were reported. Mirkin25, 27 managed to produce silver 
nanoprisms by using a low UV photon flux.  A coalescence mechanism was proposed to 
explain the formation of the triangular nanoprisms with no mention of how the first triangle 
was formed.27 In Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 of this thesis, the underlying mechanism of the formation 
of nanoprism will be investigated by specially designed experiments as well as theoretical 
calculations and modeling. 
1.2.2.4      Pyrolysis 
Pyrolysis is a chemical process in which chemical precursors decompose under 
thermal treatment. These chemical precursors include easily decomposable metal salts or metal 
complexes. Metal carbonates, oxlates, citrates and nitrates or metal carbonyl complexes are 
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usually used as precursors. Mono-dispersed 10 nm Pt nanocubes were produced from 
decomposition of platinum acetylacetonate.114 Fe50Pt50 nanocubes were produced from iron 
pentacarbonyl and platinum acetylacetonate under 200-250 0C.115 
1.2.2.5     Solvothermal synthesis 
It is well known that the solvothermal synthesis method is one of the best ways for 
tuning the morphology of metal nanoparticles. When metal salts are reduced in a high boiling 
point solvent, they can produce nanocrystals with unique forms under suitable conditions. 
Usually, these solvents can be oxidized or decomposed into immediate species which have 
reducing ability.  
In the polyol process, the ethylene glycol is used as a high boiling point solvent (197 
oC) and reducing agent.123a  Ethylene glycol itself has no reducing power toward silver ions 
under room temperature. It is the dehydrated product which has the reducing power as shown in 
reaction (1).  The oxidation reaction (2) of the polyol on the metal surface may also play an 
important role in determining the final shape of the nanomaterial.123b 
(1)      2HOCH2CH2OH  Æ 2CH3CHO + 2H2O 
(2)     HOCH2CH2OH + [O] Æ HOCH2CHO +H2O 
Reaction (1) is controlled by the temperature and sensitive to the presence of water. 
This is why the temperature and waterless condition are so important in the polyol process.  
Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) is used as a protector which can stabilize the resulting metal 
clusters, particles and nanowires. Silver nanostructures with various forms have been 
successfully prepared by the polyol method.  They include multiple twinned pentagonal 
nanowires116-118, 120, nanocubes and cuboctahedras50, 116-120, 123-124, 137, nanobar116, 122, singly 
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twinned bipyramids116, 121 and singly twinned nanobeams116.  Before 2004, the key factors used 
in morphology control have been metal ion concentration, PVP concentration and 
temperature.50 In recent years, traces of contaminants such as chloride and ferrous ions in 
commercial ethylene glycols have been found by elemental analysis.124 It is believed that a 
trace amount of chloride ions can greatly influence the morphology of nanocubes.116-118, 123-124 
In the presence of chloride ions and air, the twin seeds with defects will be etched away, and 
the single crystal seeds will be kept to promote the subsequent growth of the nanocubes and 
cuboctahedras with time.124  Otherwise the decahedral seeds dominate to produce the multiply 
twinned pentagonal nanowires as the major products. This observation was further explored in 
other etchants such as nitric acid123a and ferrous ions120. When bromide ions were used instead 
of chloride ions, nanobar and nanorice structures were formed.122 However, the explanation 
given124 is not complete because it does not address why the Ag (100) surface dominates in this 
growth mode.  As we know, the most stable surface is Ag (111) or Au (111) for silver and gold. 
For nanocubes and cuboctahedras with Oh symmetry, the bodies are enclosed by (111) and (100) 
plane series. Depending on the ratios between the area of (111) and (100), the geometry 
structure will develop as shown in Figure 1-1. 
In crystal growth theory, the surface area is inversely proportional to the distance 
from the surface to the center of the body, and this distance can be further defined as surface 
growth rate. Geometrical analysis combined with crystal growth kinetics suggests that in order 




      
 
Figure 1-1. Illustration of octahedron and truncated octahedron development as r111/r100    equal 
to 0.577, 0.8, 1, 1.6, and 1.732 from left to right. 
• If r111/r100 > 1.732( 3 ), cube forms 
• If r111/r100 < 0.577(1/ 3 ), octahedra forms 
• If 0.577 < r111/r100 < 1.732( 3 ), truncated octahedral(or cuboctahedras) forms 
Where r111, and r100 are growth rate of surface (111) and (100). It is well known that 
(111) surfaces have the lowest surface energy. The key question is how to stabilize the (100) 
surface in forming nanostructures with Oh symmetry.  
Very interestingly, gold nanostructures with Oh symmetry have also been 
systemically prepared by the polyol process.49, 125 In these two reports, the key control factor is 
the addition of silver ions at the ppm level. From the elemental analysis data, it was found that 
the gold surfaces were enriched by silver artoms.125 This result implies that the key process is 
the surface reaction as reported by Xia et al.123b 
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Another well known solvothermal synthesis method is the “DMF” method.  DMF is 
a polar aprotic solvent which boils at 153 oC. Pure dimethylformamide is odorless whereas 
technical grade or degraded dimethylformamide often has a fishy smell due to the presence of 
dimethylamine. This can be explained by the following reaction (3) 
 (3)      HCON(CH3)2 + H2O Æ HCHO +NH(CH3)2 
Other than ethylene glycol, the commercial DMF without distilling can partly reduce 
excessive silver ion126-127, which implies the presence of formaldehyde. In the DMF process, 
the temperature is controlled from 120 0C to boiling point and polyvinylpyrrilidone (PVP) is 
used as a protector. The silver nanoprisms were prepared by reducing silver nitrate in boiling 
DMF.  By carefully controlling the concentration of PVP and silver nitrate, silver nanoprisms 
were the dominant product.128 By lowering the temperature, pure silver decahedrons and 
tetrahedrons with high yield were synthesized.129 Gold nanoprisms and decahedral particles can 
also be produced by the DMF method.130 
Compared to the polyol process, the mechanism of shape control by the DMF process 
is less developed.  
1.2.2.6     Micelles method 
When the surfactant concentration exceeds the critical micelle concentration (cmc) in 
water, micelles are formed as aggregates of surfactant molecules.131 As the surfactant 
concentration increases further, micelles can be deformed and changed into different shapes. 
When metal ions and reductants are dissolved in the solution containing micelles, they will be 
redistributed in or outside the micelles. It is believed that the structure of micelles control the 
shapes of the resulting nanocrystals. 
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Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) is a good shape controller and has been 
extensively used to produce silver and gold nanocrystals with specific shapes. Generally, 
freshly prepared small seeds of nanocrystals are added into the growth solution which contains 
mild reductants such as ascorbic acid and saturated CTAB. In the earlier examples, gold and 
silver nanorods with high aspect ratio were produced.20-21, 88-95 These nanorods were enclosed 
by 5 (100) as side surfaces and 5 (111) on top. Recently, this method was used to synthesize 
nanoprisms29, 35-36, 92, 95 and nanocubes92, 96 by a multi-steps method. As discussed in Section 2, 
the seed mediated crystal growth is very important in the thermodynamic tuning of the 
morphology of nanocrystals because for noble metals the difference in redox potential of low 
miller index surfaces is quite small. Previously, it was reported that (i) CTAB molecules 
enclosed the five (100) surfaces, (ii) the metal ions diffused to the end of the nanorods, and (iii) 
reaction took part mostly on the five end (111) surfaces.134 This kinetic control mode will be 
discussed in more details in the next section.  
Murphy90, 92 proposed that the selectivity of bromide ion adsorption on (100) surface 
without strong experimental or theoretical support. If it was true, the appearance of (100) 
surface with large area or nanocubes can be explained. However in later papers, it was found 
that nanoprisms with a large yield were produced concurrently with nanocubes in the same 
bath35-36 in which the thin nanoprisms were enclosed by 3 (110) surface and two parallel (111) 
with a larger area. In order to throw further light on this inconsistency, we will discuss in 






1.3     Critical parameters for controlling morphology of metal nanocrystals  
Nanocrystal formation can be understood as a two-step process: (i) nucleation by 
overcoming the nucleation barrier described in section 2, and (ii) the subsequent growth on the 
seeds with progressive consumption of metal ions in solution. The final geometry of 
nanocrystals usually reflects the crystal point group symmetry and is influenced by the kinetic 
reaction symmetry.  The kinetic reaction symmetry is determined by diffusion symmetry and 
surface reaction selectivity. Usually, without external field such as uniaxial electric field or 
magnetic field, the diffusion is isotropic. The diffusion of the metal ions has no influence on the 
resulting shape of the nanocrystals if the diffusion of the metal ions is much faster than the 
growth of the crystals. Otherwise the resulting particles would adopt a branch like structure. 
Besides the external uniaxial electric field or magnetic field, micelles could influence the 
growth in the different directions. For example, CTAB above CMC is organized in cylindrical 
form which has a uniaxial symmetry. This would lead to uniaxial shapes such as rods or wires. 
Generally, if the resulting nanocrystals are fully relaxed, the shape of the free standing 
nanocrystals is completely determined by surface energy of f.c.c. metals. If the molecules of 
capping agent are chemically absorbed on the f.c.c. surface, the effective surface energy, which 
is the difference between the surface energy and the adsorption energy of the capping agent, 
should be used to construct the Wulff plot which generally predicts the form of the nanocrystals 
in thermodynamically controlled systems.   It is important to note that for some metal 





1.3.1 Surface energy effect: intrinsic crystallographic surface energies and their 
adsorption energy modification  
After the crystalline phase of nucleating seeds is determined, several parameters 
strongly govern the final shapes of nanocrystals during the subsequent growth stages. One of 
the critical parameters influencing the growth patterns of nanocrystals is the surface energy of 
the crystallographic faces of the seeds. It is therefore important to examine the surface energy 
related effects on the anisotropic growth of nanocrystals.  
Due to the lack of any reported example in which the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) - 
defined as the shape that yields the minimum free energy of a crystal in the limit of infinitely 
large volume - determines the shape in f.c.c. metals.  h.c.p. cobalt (Co) nanocrystals are chosen 
as an example for discussion. Hexagonally close packed Co crystals have intrinsically higher 
energy (001) surfaces compared to other crystallographic surfaces such as (100) and (110). 
From ECS analysis, 1D rod form with c-axis as the rod axis is expected. However, in the 
presence of alkylamine-capping molecules, Co nanocrystals are prepared as disk shapes 
compressed along the c-axis rather than as rod shapes.132 This result was explained by Park.132-
133 The effective surface energy of (001) can be selectively lowered if the adsorption of 
alkylamines along the <001> directions is stronger than the <100> and <110> directions. Due 
to smaller adsorption energies of alkylamines on (100) and (110) compared to (001), the 
resulting effective surface energies of (100) and (110) are higher than (001). The Wulff plot 
suggests disk like nanocrystals according to ECS.  
We would like to stress that the concept of ECS should be used with a great deal of 
caution in explaining morphology selection in solution synthesis of metal nanostructures. Little 
success has been demonstrated except in explaining metal nanoparticles from condensation 
method in vacuum or epitaxial growth by vacuum deposition. In crystal growth of ionic 
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compounds in solution, the ions pairs self assemble into perfect lattice while the mismatched 
ions can easily be dissolved into solution. In other words, this kind of compounds can easily 
form ECS in the timescale we are interested in.  Compared to ionic compound nanocrystals, the 
reverse process of conversion from metal to metal ions is hindered for the larger metal particles 
because the dissolution process with low activation energy does not exist.  This leads to 
formation of small metal nanocrystals. 
1.3.2  Kinetic control                                                                                
No nanocrystals with ECS have been reported in solution synthesis of f.c.c. metal 
nanocrystals. The key reason lies in the lack of the reverse process common in ionic crystals. 
For metal nanocrystals, two important kinetic processes co-exist. One is diffusion of assembly 
units such as atom ions, and the other is the diffusion of surface metal atoms. Diffusion rate of 
ions depends on ion concentration, temperature and viscosity of the system. The diffusion of 
surface atoms depends on temperature and adsorbed species. 
From Figure 1-2, it can be observed that the high aspect ratio of gold nanorods results 
from the anisotropic diffusion of ions.  Murphy experimented with different surfactants of 
different structures, and found that the bilayer formation is a basic requirement for anisotropic 
growth. In fact, all of the micelle methods in section 2.2.6 make use of this principle to control 






Figure 1-2. Drawing illustrating "zipping": the formation of the bilayer of CnTAB (squiggles) on the 
nanorod (black rectangle) surface may assist nanorod formation as more gold ions (black dots) are 
introduced.134 
1.4     Research objectives 
A large body of work on morphology control of nanocrystals has been published and 
some of the more important papers include silver triangle prisms in photochemistry synthesis25, 
27, silver nanocubes and nanowires by polyol process48, gold nanorods in seed mediated 
multiple step synthesis134, and silver nanoprism in DMF synthesis128.  Unfortunately there is a 
high degree of ambiguity in the precise control of nanocrystal shape reported in the literature.  
This in part is due to the fact that most of the important experimental observations and 
conclusions were derived from electron microscopy pictures of localized areas specifically 
selected by the observer which did not represent the whole sample.  We suggest that results 
from electron microscope should be combined with another technique such as surface plasma 
resonance (SPR) spectroscopy to study nanocystals. The noble metal particles have strong 
colors because surface plasma resonance is very sensitive to the geometry of the interface 
between different media. Further, the SPR spectrum can be analyzed by the small particle 
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scattering theory which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and 3.  The other problem is the 
lack of understanding of the key factors governing the morphology of final nanocrystals and the 
relationship between the morphology and reaction conditions.   It was found that trace ions at as 
low as ppm level could significantly influence the eventual shape of silver nanocrystals.120, 124 
Some CTAB systems are particular prone to misinterpretations as illustrated in the papers 
where gold nanorods17-20, triangle prisms34-36, cubes92 and even decahedral and icosahedral 
shapes were formed in this system by even a minor adjustment in the composition of CTAB.  
Furthermore, different shapes have been reported under the same experimental conditions.92, 134 
It is therefore not surprising that the preparation of nanostructures of desired shapes has become 
more of an art than science.135 The understanding of growth mechanism lags far behind the 
prolific discovery of new shapes. Mirkin25, 27 suggested the coalescence mechanism to explain 
the triangle prism without accounting for how the first triangles were produced. Murphy also 
failed to explain the concurrent formation of nanoprisms, nanorods and nanocubes in the same 
bath.92- 134 For synthesis of nanoprisms, citrate is considered strongly adsorbed on (111) of gold 
and silver so that the adsorbed citrate molecules block the (111) reaction sites while no question 
was raised regarding the formation of multiple twin silver and gold particles [MTPs] which are 
composed of (111) surfaces.  
Anion adsorption on metal is intensively investigated by surface scientists.138 For 
example, halide ions such as Cl-, Br-, and I- could orderly adsorb onto metal surface including 
Pt and Au only under potential positive of the potential of zero charge (PZC). However, some 
papers reported anions adsorption on different facets of low miller index surface in the absence 
of external potential. These misconceptions add confusion to the already complicated shape 
control mechanism of nanocrystals. 
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It is therefore desirable and important to predict morphologies of nanocrystals from first 
principle crystal growth theory developed in vacuum.136 We believe that this thesis can go some 
way in providing a scientific modeling framework that underpins the art of producing 
nanocrystals with beautiful shapes. However, such modeling is extremely difficult because the 
key controlling parameters are not fully understood as discussed in the last section. In this 
thesis, we concentrated on nanoprisms because of their reproducible preparations by identifying 
and controlling the key experimental factors. For silver nanoprism fabrication, reactive oxygen 
species [ROS] including hydrogen peroxide, superoxide ion, hydroxyl radicals are used to 
produce nanoprisms although the mechanism is not entirely clear. In solution, the resulting 
stable oxygen species are in the form of adsorbed OOH on silver surface. We believe that the 
resulting oxygen species on silver surface take the dominant role in shape control.  For gold 
nanoprism production, the experiment is more specifically controlled because in our experiment 
only OH radicals are purposely generated. We further use gold system to model why 
nanoprisms is selectively produced through ab initio modeling.  
The other goal in this study is to explain why the plate forms can be grown from f.c.c. 
crystal. What is the reason for this reduction of symmetry? In thermodynamic equilibrium, the 
growth morphology of a crystal is governed by the consideration that for a given crystal volume, 
the total surface energy must be at a minimum. In this case, the symmetry of crystals must at 
least exhibit the same point group symmetry of the crystal lattices since surfaces related to each 
other by symmetry must have the same surface energy.  Therefore, f.c.c. crystals grow in plate 
forms are not consistent with the underlying symmetry of the crystal lattice from the 
thermodynamic equilibrium viewpoint. Therefore, a kinetic symmetry breaking model will be 
proposed, for the first time, by the analysis of the energetics of gold atom movement on 
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surfaces. This thesis will give the detailed pathway of dynamical symmetry breaking by ab 
initio modeling of gold surface atoms hopping between different related surfaces. Our results 
will demonstrate that plate is one of the natural forms if the growth rate of (110) surface is slow 
enough.  
This thesis is organized as follows.  In Chapter 2, the instrumental and theoretical 
methods will be decribed. Simulation of surface plasma resonance (SPR) is carried out in 
chapter 3. From the simulation, a unique SPR peak is determined for each of the nanoplates 
including triangle nanoprisms, hexagonal nanoprisms and compressed nanocylinders. In 
addition, a method is established to determine the thickness of nanoplates from UV-Vis spectra 
and TEM results. New experiments in Chapter 4 are specifically designed to highlight the role 
of hydrogen peroxide in growth mechanism of silver nanoprisms. In chapter 5, various 
experiments are designed to demonstrate the role of oxygen in plate formation. In chapter 6, 
new photochemical synthesis of gold nanoprisms is described to show the photochemical 
pathway in controlling the shape of nanocrystals.  In the last Chapter 7, theoretical modelling is 
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Chapter 2 Experimental and computational Methodology 
 
 
2.1     Instrumental methods 
2.1.1    Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy observation of SPR of metal nanocrystals 
Many molecules adsorb light in the UV-Vis range. The adsorbed light quanta will excite 
the molecules from the ground electronic state to the excited state. Due to convenience, it is one 
of the common methods to probe the electronic transitions involving π, σ, and n electrons and 
charge transfer processes with very high molar absorbtivities. 
 
 




The light path used in the UV-Vis spectroscopy is shown in Figure 2-1. The light 
sources usually used include Hg and Xe and high pressure arcs, or tungsten halogen lamps 
covering the near uv, visible light, and IR spectral range. Due to the broad band sources, 
monochromators should be used. In the simplest case it consists of filter sets, but presently, 
mostly prism or grating monochromators are used. Such instruments are called optical 
multichannel spectroscopy. Sometimes the Michelson interferometer is used like in Fourier 
transform Infrared spectroscopy in order to get the fast sampling. This feature makes it very 
useful in short lived species with color. Unfortunely, it is not very popular due to low spectral 
resolution compared to the traditional grating monochromators. 
If UV-Vis light impacts on metal surface, surface plasma resonance will emerge due to 
exciting the conduction electrons in metals. Under the light irradiation, the conduction electrons 
will be driven to oscillate collectively relative to the nearly fixed positive ions at the resonance 
frequency due to absorption and scattering. The energy will be converted into heat in 
Picoseconds by lattice vibration if light is absorbed. In the interaction between light with metal, 
some photon will be elastically released immediately. This process is called scattering. 
Generally, the SPR includes both of absorption and scattering components which are termed as 
extinction. In this study, the UV-Vis spectroscopy is used to investigate the surface plasma 
resonance (SPR) of silver and gold nanocrystals in solution.2 When the light with 1-5 ev passes 
through samples contained in the cuvette with 1 cm light path, the light will excite the SPR in 
silver and gold nanocrystals. The adsorption cross section of SPR is very large for small silver 
and gold nanocrystals in the range from several nanometers to one hundred nanometers. Every 
shape has their distinct colors. Therefore, UV-Vis spectroscopy is useful in the screening of the 
synthetic formula of controlling morphology.  
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2.1.2    Electron microscopy 
Due to the diffraction limit, the traditional optical microscopy is difficult to probe small 
bodies less than 1 µm. Antone de Broglie (1924) discovered the wave nature of the electrons. 
The wavelength of electrons is determined by the momentum of electrons. 
mv
h=λ ;  
Where h = Planck's constant (6.624 x 10-27 erg/second), m = mass of an electron (9.11 x 10-28 
gram = 1/1837 of a proton), v = velocity of the electron which can be tuned by accelerated 
voltage. 
An electron of charge e (1.6 x 10-19 coulomb), and mass m, when passing through a 







2h=λ , where V is the accelerated voltage. 



















The above relationship is very useful in the analysis of the electron diffraction pattern. 
Further, Hermann Busch (1924) found axial magnetic fields can refract electrons and this 




Figure 2-2. The illustration of working principles of microscopies. Left: light microscopy; 
Middle: Transmission electron microscopy; Right: Scanning electron microscopy.3 
 
According to the electron lens arrangement and the signals collected, the electron 
microscopy can be classified as scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron 
microscopy. The basic structures and working principle of microscopes including light and 





2.1.2.1   Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
When the high energy electron beam is manipulated by deflection coils (typically in 
the final lens) in the raster mode, the signals from the interaction between the electron and 
samples will produce the information of surface topography, composition and electrical 
conductivity. The produced signals include secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and 
characteristic X-rays etc. as shown in Figure 2-3. 
Resolution in an SEM is ultimately determined by the size of the region from which 
the signal is produced. Thus for the same region of excitation the resolution from the three 
signals differs and decreases from secondary to backscatter to X-rays. Unlike optical 
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy, the object lens and condense lens is just 
used as focusing the electron beam to smaller size. 
The factors affecting the size of the interaction region include the diameter of the 
primary beam, the energy of the primary beam which is determined by the accelerated voltage, 





Figure 2-3. Illustration of the interaction region showing the interaction between the high 
energy electron beams with the sample.4 
 
If the beam is scanned in exactly the same positions but the region of excitation is larger 
than the regions of signal production will also be larger and overlap with adjacent ones. Such 
an image would therefore not be resolved. Final primary beam probe size from a field emitter is 
10-100 smaller than that of a conventional tungsten filament or LaB6 emitter. This is one reason 








2.1.2.2   Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
The electrons with smaller de Broglie wavelength after accelerated under higher 
voltage are used to illuminate the samples so that it is currently a routine practice to get the 
atomic resolution in TEM.  
For a beam of 100 KeV, we get a wavelength of 0.0389 Angstroms, and a theoretical 
resolution of 0.0195 Angstroms. But in actuality most TEMs will only have an actual resolution 
2.4 Angstroms at 100KeV. In reality, the achieved resolution is far away from theoretical 
resolution although the resolution can be better if the higher accelerated voltage is used. For 
example, 2.35 Angstroms resolution can be produced in our well prepared silver and gold 
nanoprisms in our JEOL 3010F in which the accelerated voltage is about 300 KV. Hitachi 
3Mev is the most powerful TEM ever made which operates under 3,000,000 volts accelerated 
voltage and can achieve 0.5 angstrom resolution. 
Besides the morphology investigation, electron diffraction is a technique which allows 
users to determine the atomic arrangement of crystals.  When combined with other analytical 
techniques such as EDS it can aid in the identification of unknown crystals and/or determine 





Figure 2-4. Diffraction geometry of electron beams. 
 
If a monochromatic e-beam of known λ strikes a crystal at the appropriate Bragg’s 
angle, a number of the diffracted electrons will be scattered forward as shown in Figure 2-4.  
Like the transmitted electrons, these diffracted electrons will have nearly their same energy but 
will have been significantly altered from their trajectory. 
R / L = tan 2θ and from Bragg’s law we know that: 2dsinθ = l.   
If the θ is small enough, Thus R / L = 2θ= 2l /2d which simplifies to  
R = l L / d    
If we can measure R and both l and L are constants then d can be calculated 
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The R values for different order diffraction events can be measured directly from a 
diffraction pattern taken on negative film. However, it is crucial that it not be enlarged or 
reduced.  It should always be compared to a pattern of a crystal with a known d-spacing so that 
the value for the camera length is accurate. Figure 2-5 gives an example of electron diffraction 
of a single crystal gold nanoprism. 
 
  
Figure 2-5. A single crystal of gold triangle nanoprism (a); The Selected area electron diffraction 




Figure 2-6. The nanobeam diffraction (NBD from JEOL 3010F) pattern of silver nanoprisms 
(unpublished data). 
 
If the focused electron beam with nano-sizes spots is used instead of the parallel 
electron beam, the resulting electron diffraction (ED) pattern is called NBD.  From NBD, the 
symmetry of lattice is kept while the information of d-spacing is lost. Figure 2-6 shows a NBD 
pattern with C6 symmetry of silver nanoprisms. Compared to the bright field image, the dark 
field technique5 only collects electrons with the some orientation. This technique is very useful 
to determine the lattice orientation and defects in crystalline sample. Figure 2-7 shows an 
example of the bright field and dark field techniques.  
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of bright field image and dark field image of silver nanoprisms 
[unpublished data]. 
 
   
Figure 2-8. Electron diffraction of Brust silver nanocrystals [unpublished data]. 
 
If an ED is made of a field of many crystals, some of which are oriented at the Bragg’s 
angle while others are not, a pattern with well defined concentric rings as shown in Figure 2-8 





2.1.3   X-ray diffraction 
 
 
Figure 2-9. Illustration of the Bragg condition. 
 
Bragg’s law reveals that for any given wavelength λ it will be diffracted by a crystal if it 
strikes that crystal at precisely the correct angle θ as shown in Figure 2-9.  For a known 
wavelength λ (throughout this thesis, CuKα1 is used) and the Bragg’s angle from instrument 
geometry, the d-spacing of a crystal of unknown composition can then be calculated. 
2.1.4    Atomic force microscopy 
The atomic force microscope (AFM) uses a sharp tip attached to the end of a cantilever 
rasters across an area while a laser and photodiode are used to monitor the tip force on the 
surface as shown in Figure 2-10.  A feedback loop between the photodiode and the piezo 
crystal maintains a constant force during the contact mode imaging and constant amplitude 




Figure 2-10. The illustration of AFM working principle 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_force_microscopy). 
 
By using a four quadrant detector, the relative amount of laser light hitting each 
quadrant can be used to determine how the tip has been deflected as it moves over the surface 
of the specimen.  
In this thesis, AFM is not the key instrument of observing the morphology due to the 
need for special preparation of AFM samples. Otherwise, the tips can not engage on the surface. 
In this thesis, only discrete nanoprisms can be observed and therefore, it is only used for 
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measurement of thickness of nanoprisms. However, it is the most accurate method in 
determining the thickness of nanoprisms compared to the TEM tilting. This high accuracy is 
understood as the high sensitivity in Z direction. 
2.2     Analysis of UV-Vis spectrum by computation of Surface plasma  
          Resonance (SPR) 
To solve the Maxwell equation, the boundary determines the solution except the 
interaction between the electromagnetic wave and materials. The feature of the interaction 
between electromagnetic wave and materials is known or can be measured by ellipsometry on 
simple geometrical configuration. For examples, the refractive index6-7 is carefully measured 
on the gold (more than 150 nm) sputtered on the sodium chloride. 
If the spherical particles are embedded in fluids, Mie theory gave a rigorous analytical 
solution of Maxwell’s equation.2, 8-12 Extensions of Mie theory include solutions for core/shell 
spheres and gradient-index spheres.11, 13 In Mie formulations, the incident plane 
electromagnetic wave as well as the scattering electromagnetic wave is expanded by radiating 
spherical vector wave functions. The internal field is simultaneously expanded into regular 
spherical vector wave functions. The expansion coefficients of the scattered field can be 
computed by matching the boundary condition at the interface which separates the sphere from 
the media. It seems that this numerical summation of infinite items is needed to be converged. 
Usually, The actually needed items depend upon the effective size which is the ratio of 
diameter divided by the wavelength. According to the symmetry of the vector wave function 
(Bessel function), the sums can be classified as dipole [L=1], quadrupole [L=2], Octupole [L=3] 
and so on.24 Perhaps the mathematic expansion technique has its physical nature. The scattering 
field and internal field could be considered as electromagnetic field resulting from the electrons 
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in the particles response under electromagnetic wave irradiation with dipole, quadrupole, and 
octupole symmtry. The standard FORTRAN program is provided by Barber.9 In contrast, in 
small size (compared to the wavelength) limits, Mie solution is reduced to well known 
Rayleigh scattering and mathematic solution is very simple. 
2.2.2   Other shapes treated by numerical methods 
2.2.2.1   T-matrix method 
T-Matrix is initially developed to computation of the small particles scattering 
problem in space studies or radar detecting.13 Usually, these small particles in nonspherical 
shape are micrometer inorganic compounds such as ice, silicon dioxide if light is used as probe. 
The significant feature of T-matrix method lies in that it is very accurate and highly effective 
for solving the scattering problem with the revolving symmetry bodies13 due to the analytical 
solution. However, T-matrix is less effective in treating bodies with intensive light adsorption 
such as gold and silver nanocrystals. As for more complicated objects, if the mathematical 
forms of geometry are too complicated or just irregular, it will be less effective or just cannot 
treat. Therefore, T-matrix method is used here only to test the accuracy and consistency of the 
DDA method. The FORTRAN source codes of T-matrix are freely provided by Dr. Michael 
Mishkenko.14 
2.2.2.2   Discrete dipole approximation (DDA) 
DDA is actually a numerical simulation method to solve the electromagnetic wave 
boundary value problems compared to analytical solution such as Mie’s theory and T-matrix 




It is assumed that the scattering targets are isotropic and homogeneous, i.e., that their optical 
properties are fully described by the complex refractive index m. For DDA, the basic idea lies 
in that the continuous target is decomposed by a lot of discrete polarisable points (or 
computational cells) on cubic lattice with dimensionless interdipole distances kd (k is the wave 
number in free space, d is the actual interdipole distances). These points will respond to the 
incident electromagnetic wave correspondingly. The electric field values jE (J=1,2, … N) are 
to be derived from a group of linear equations15 and the solution of the group of linear 
equations allows the computation of scattering matrices as well as scattering; absorption and 
extinction cross sections pertaining to a given problem.15 
The principal advantage of the DDA is that it is completely flexible regarding the 
geometry of the targets, being limited only by the need to use an interdipole separation d small 
compared to any structural lengths in the target and the wavelength λ. Numerical studies16 
indicate that the second criterion is adequately satisfied if 
1<kdm ， 
Where m is the complex refractive index of the target material, and k ≡ 2π/λ, where λ 
is the wavelength in vacuo. However, if accurate calculations of the scattering phase function 
are desired, a more conservative criterion is adapted 
5.0<kdm ，  
The above equation will ensure that differential scattering cross sections are accurate 
to within a few percent of the average differential scattering cross section Csca/4π. 





2.3   Analysis of planar defects by Structural Modelling 
For the noble metal such as gold and silver in this thesis, their crystal structures are 
usually f.c.c. (face centered cubic, space group Fm-3m, 225 in international crystallography 
table) except one special case. The 4H silver is naturally found in Russian minerals [PDF 
number: 411402, space group: P63/mmc, 194 in international crystallography table].  
 
   
Figure 2-11. The unit cell of gold (left); (middle) the fcc layer structure (111 direction) of 
ABCABCABC sequence; h.c.p. layer strucrture with ABABAB layer sequence. 
 
The layer structure is given in Figure 2-11 (middle) toward 111 direction. When a new 
atom is added onto the lattice, the atom can take the h.c.p or f.c.c site. However, this energy 
difference is about 0.04 eV for gold and silver. This energy change is comparable to the 
thermal energy at room temperature (kT is about 0.025 eV at room temperature). This fact 
implies that in room temperature or above, the planar fault can exist. In fact, the planar fault 
such as stacking fault and twins are indeed observed in gold and silver. 
H.C.P.  Structures 
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Only 4H structure of silver naturally occurring in Russia has been observed. The layer 
sequence is ABACABAC shown in following Figure 2-12. 
 
Figure 2-12. Schematic demonstration of layer sequence of 4H. 
Stacking faults (SF) 
There are two kinds of stacking faults in f.c.c. metal. The mistake is induced by 
additional layer and layer sequence is ABCBABCABC shown in Figure 2-13(left). This kind of 
stacking fault is called as extrinsic stacking fault. If the mistake is produced by removing a 
layer, it is termed as intrinsic stacking fault. The layer sequence is ABCBCABC shown in 
Figure 2-13 (right). 
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Figure 2-13. Schematic illustration of layer sequence of extrinsic SF (left) and intrinsic SF 
(right). 
Planar twins 
Usually, planar twins can be produced if applied shear stress. Figure 2-14 illustrates 
the 10 H structure.18 The layer sequence is ABCBACBACBA. However, 10 H structure has not 
been ever observed in gold and silver. In the nanocrystal gold and silver, twins often occurs as 
boundary twins. The most famous examples are multiple twin particles19-25 such as 
decahedrons22-24 and single lamellar twins26, icosahedrons27 and postulated random twins28.  
If the structures including unit cell and planar defects are known, the diffraction of X-
rays and electrons could be simulated according to the Bragg equation.29 This simulation is 
very useful in judging if the structure model is correct. For example, we will use Diffax29 to 
simulate XRD spectrum and Select Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) pattern to judge the truth 





Figure 2-14. Schematic illustration of layer sequence of 10 H. 
2.4 Surface energy, Adsorption energy, surface reaction and atomic processes on noble 
metal surfaces by ab initio modeling 
 
Understanding microscopic molecular and atomic processes is desirable in many fields. 
In this study, the microscopic processes in surface reactions and crystal growth are difficult to 
experimentally investigate due to several factors. Firstly, the process such as atom diffusing on 
the surface is very fast. Secondly, the intermediaries such as radicals and transition state are too 
short lived to detect in a general way. Thirdly, some key intermediaries play important role in 
surface reaction even though they are at trace level. Therefore, the theoretical modeling is 
intensively used to understand the formation mechanism of silver and gold nanocrystals. 
A stationary electronic state is described by wave functions satisfying the many 












=+−∇−=++= ∑∑∑ )],()(2[][ 2h  
Where H is the electronic molecular Hamiltonian, N is the number of electrons and U is 
the electron-electron interaction. The operators T and U are so-called universal operators as 
they are the same for any system, while V is system dependent or non-universal. 
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DFT is one of the versatile and effective programs to solve this equation. Detailed DFT theory 
and techniques is beyond this dissertation and can be found in the books.30-31 Technique related 
to this thesis is simply reviewed. 
DFT is established method to calculate the energetics of adsorption of molecules and 
adatoms on metal surface.32-34 In this thesis, the modules including CASTEP and DMOL3 in 
Material Studio Modeling packages are used to investigate surface energy, adsorption and 
surface reaction, atom kinetics on gold and silver surface. DMol3 is much faster than CASTEP 
due to real space cut off in integration. Adsorption on metal surfaces is most important because 
transition state searching is depending upon solving the adsorption too. Adsorption problem 
can be treated by the Dmol3 very effectively because the approximation about real space cutoff 
in numerical orbital for localized electron is not serious. Thus, DMol3 is used to treat all of 
problems demanding great computational resources. 
In solving the intermediate radicals, calculation will be performed using different 
wavefunctions for different spins. This is known as a 'spin-polarized' calculation. To neutral 
molecules, 'spin-unrestricted' calculation is executed to reduce computation resources. 
Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and revised PBE is used as exchange-
correlated functional. This GGA-RPBE scheme is suitable in treating the molecule adsorption 
on metal surface. 
Smearing temperature is always taken as 0.034 ev (c.f. kT = 0.025 eV in room 
temperature). This nonzero electronic temperature can effectively boost the Self-Consistent 
Field (SCF) convergence on the metal surface task. Otherwise, SCF converge for metal systems 
are very slow due to nearly continuous distribution of electrons near Fermi energy level. Due to 
the introduced temperature, enthalpy should be used to replace the energy. However, the 
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difference is too small and the differences between various surfaces are more important in 
dealing with the crystal growth. Energy calculation is still carried out in this thesis. 
Molecules and clusters can be treated by DMol3 too. However, in this thesis, metal 
surfaces have to be dealt with. These surfaces can be modeled as infinite 2 dimensional 
periodic systems in the slab model with thick vacuum layers. Periodic boundary conditions 
(PBC) should be applied to solve the many electron system. Periodic basis functions is 
introduced in modulating atomic orbits (AOs) wavefunctions. Therefore, a set of plane waves 
with the periodicity of the lattice are introduced as the periodic basis which has the following 
form:  
ψ(k,r) = eik.R φ(r)  
An infinite number of vectors k and R are needed to describe the space exactly. In 
practice, the number of needed plane waves is determined by the cutoff kinetic energy which is 
chosen to represent physically relevant spatial harmonics of wavefunctions. The vectors k are 
called k-points, and are needed to describe the band structure correctly. The sampling of k point 
is called Brillouin zone sampling in crystals.  In practice, only a few k-points (on the order of 1-
102) are needed for crystal with high symmetry. In the CASTEP and DMOL3, Monkhorst and 
Pack sampling35 is used to generate k-points. However, in some cases, the gamma point 
calculation is only needed when we use CASTEP to simulate the cluster problems. In this work, 
the cluster model will be used to treat gold adatoms diffusing over edge of Au (111)/Au (110) 




Ultrasoft pseudopotentials (USP) were developed by Vanderbilt36 to treat the ionic core. 
USP can allow calculations to be performed with the lowest possible cutoff energy for the 
plane-wave basis set. In all of the plane wave pseudopotential DFT calculations in this thesis, 
USP is found to be robust and less costly compared to other pseudopotentials. 
A transition state is a stationary point in potential energy surface that is an energy 
maximum in one direction (the direction of the reaction coordinate) and an energy minimum in 
all other directions. The total energy naturally changes according to the changing of atoms 
positions. Starting from the reactants, the energy increases to a maximum and then decreases to 
the energy of the products. The maximum energy to be overcome along the reaction pathway is 
known as the activation energy. The structure corresponding to this energy is called the 
transition state.  
Many reaction mechanism investigations and transition state search rely on energetics 
computation.37 For example, plane wave pseudo-potential DFT is used to investigate the formic 
acid electrooxidation on gold and Pt electrode.37 Mechanism investigation38 of formic acid 
catalyzed by Iron-oxo species is simulated by Gaussian 98.  
In the MS Modeling package, the LST (Linear Synchronous Transit)/QST (The 
Quadratic Synchronous Transit) scheme is used to search the transition state. LST method 
performs a single interpolation to a maximum energy. QST method alternatively searches for 
an energy maximum with constrained minimizations in order to refine the transition state to a 
high degree. The detailed algorithms are given by Govind et. al.39 
The resulting transition state should be more rigorously analyzed even on simple 
systems such as the adatoms’ diffusion on terrace to assure the calculated transition state is the 
true TS. For example, the TS by LST/QST can be analyzed with the help of the energitics of 
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gold adatoms on specific surfaces. The detailed will be shown in chapter 7. For more 
complicated TS, this TS should be optimized to make sure of only one imaginary mode. 
Furthermore, this imaginary vibration mode should be checked to confirm the moving way of 
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Chapter 3 Simulation of Surface Plasma Resonance of Nanoplates 
 
3.1     Introduction 
Gold and silver nano-particles are rich in colour due to surface plasma excitation. There 
was an interesting controversy in the early studies of colloidal science. For example, the “Carey 
Lea” silver colloids1 with different colours were initially considered to be various allotropic 
forms of silver. Not untill 1906, it was recognized that only one form of colloidal silver exists 
and the different colours could be due to their aggregation.2 Recent studies showed that 
different shapes of metal colloids can also give different colours.3-12 For example, the 40-200 
nm nanocubic silver usually appears red.5-12 The nanoprisms can be green or blue green, 
depending on the geometrical factors of the nanoprisms.13-14 The shape of nanoprism can be 
characterized by its thickness and cross section geometry. For example, the cross section of 
trianglar nanoprism is triangle while the cross section of hexagonal prisms is hexagon. The 
aspect ratio is defined as the side length of the cross section, triangle or hexagon, divided by the 
thickness. The colour is strongly influenced by this aspect ratio. 
The colour of the nano-particles can be employed as a simple and useful way in 
screening the synthetic methodology for controlling the morphology. Thus, UV-Vis spectrum 
becomes the convenient tool to ascertain the morphology, complementary to the small area 
analysis using electron microscopes. For example, there is a very distinct peak around 336 
nm13-14, 19-20 for the silver triangle nanoprisms dispersed in aqueous solution. This characteristic 
peak has been simulated by different groups.15-16 
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To determine the geometries of nanoplates including triangle nanoprisms, hexagonal 
nanoprisms and compressed nanocylinders, the cross section and thickness should be measured 
besides the morphology. It is relatively easy to measure the side length of nanoplates under 
electron microscopes. However, it is rather difficult to obtain the information on the thickness 
of very thin nanoplates by tilting the samples in a TEM chamber. Alternative way is to align the 
nanoplates vertically on copper grids.13-14, 17, 20 In principle, the thickness may also be 
determined using EELS (electron energy loss spectroscopy) mapping signals even if the 
nanoplates lie flatly on copper grid. This method was employed to determine the atomic 
flatness of nanoprisms (relative thickness).13 To gain the knowledge of absolute values, the 
EELS signal has to be first calibrated by standard thickness. In some cases, AFM can give the 
thickness of nanoplates as well if the nanoplates can lie flatly on a flat surface.18 In this work, 
we systematically investigated the SPR spectra with different shapes and geometric aspect ratio 
for each nanoplates. The correlation between the in-plane dipole SPR with geometric structures 
has been established, which allows us to gain the geometrical information of the nanoplates by 
analysing the experimentally obtained SPR spectrum. In addition, the effect of light 
polarization on the SPR excitation was also addressed.  
3.2      Results and Discussion: 
To simulate the SPR spectra, DDA calculations were carried out for all of the planer 
structures including triangle, hexagonal prisms, and compressed cylinders as shown in Figure 
3-1. The geometrical parameters include thickness (H in Figure 3-1) and the side length (L in 
Figure 3-1) of triangle and hexagonal prisms and the diameter (D in Figure 3-1) of compressed 
cylinders. The external dielectric medium is water with refractive index 1.3329 for all 
calculations. The optical constants of silver22 under different wavelength are used as input. A 
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cubic grid with 1 nm in each dimension is often employed in initial calculation. For the case of 
large targets, we relax the interdipole distance to 2nm if converging condition is satisfied to 
accelerate the computation. For random distributed target, s and p polarization direction 
average was carried out beside the orientation (angular) average. In the average integration, 10-
200 is used and the actual discrete angle is tried by convergence testing. Furthermore, the 
symmetry consideration will greatly reduce the computation resource. For example, in beta 
direction only 0-600 integration region is needed in hexagonal case. 
 
 








3.2.1    Triangular nanoprisms 
Figure 3-2 shows the calculated SPR spectrum. Three significant peaks can be readily 
noticed, located at 336, 420-490 and 650-839.2 nm. For all the aspect ratios (the ratio between 
nanoprism thickness and the side length of triangular cross section) studied here, the peak at 
336nm is related to the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR, discussed in detail later. It seems to 
remain at an almost fixed position with a comparable intensity. This observation suggests that 
this peak is insensitive to the aspect ratio of triangle nanoprisms. This peak appears in the SPR 
spectra of all nanoplates including triangular nanoprisms, hexagonal nanoprisms and 
compressed nanocylinders. Experimentally, this unique peak was experimentally observed.13-14, 
19-20 Throughout this thesis, this characteristic peak is used to screen the synthetic methodology 




   
Figure 3-2. Simulated SPR of silver triangle nanoprisms with 5 nm thick randomly oriented in 
water. Refractive index is 1.3329. Interdipole distance is 1 nm. 
 
The large peaks beyond 600 nm are mainly responsible for the intensive color of 
triangular nanoprisms. These peaks can be assigned to the in-plane dipole SPR.15-16 The peak 
position is very sensitive to the aspect ratio besides surrounding media. Detailed analysis shows 
that these peaks shift almost linearly towards the red as the aspect ratio increases, shown in 
Figure 3-2. This property will be explored to determine the thickness of nanoprisms. The weak 
peaks located around 420~490 nm can be mainly attributed to the quadrupole in-plane SPR 
modes. These peaks are less sensitive to aspect ratio of triangle nanoprisms compared to the 
dipole in-plane SPR modes. Furthermore, it may overlap with the SPRs from silver nanocrystals 
with other geometric forms such as decahedral or icosohedral shapes. Therefore, only the dipole 
in-plane SPR is suitable to be used to calibrate the thickness of nanoprisms. 
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To analyse the spectrum, further work was done to differentiate the in-plane and out-of-
plane SPR modes. In the previous studies, the light polarization was fixed to the target by 
special axis such as edge direction, perpendicular bisector or prism axis.15 In this study, we 
treated the polarization in a more general way. When the light strikes on the targets vertically, 
the polarization of its electric field is always in the plane of the triangular cross section. The 
extinct cross section is still randomly averaged just keeping light propagation direction vertical 
to triangle plane. In this case, the angle θ  between X  (the light propagation direction in the 
laboratory frame) and 1a (in the target frame) is zero, the average is carried out for β (specify 
the rotation around 1A ). In this case, only in plane SPRs and are excited as Schatz’s work.
15 In 
the studied spectrum range from 300 to 1100nm, there are two peaks as shown in Curve 2 and 4 
of Figure 3-3. The large peak at 839.2 nm is ascribed as in-plane dipole SPR. Its peak position 
is exactly same as that obtained in the randomly oriented case (curve 1). This result shows that 
the position of in-plane dipole SPR is only dependent on the geometry and refractive index of 
silver and surrounding media. This point has important implication in greatly reducing 
computation time in finding the position of in-plane dipole SPR and will be discussed later. The 
other weaker peak located at 490 nm in Curve 2 and 4 of Figure 3-3 is assigned to in-plane 
quadrupole SPR. Moreover, it can be noticed that the peak intensities of Curve 2 in Figure 3-3 
are higher than those of Curve 1 obtained for randomly averaged SPRs. This observation further 
suggests that the in-plane SPRs are more efficiently excited when light travels vertically to 




Figure 3-3. Simulated SPR spectra of triangle nanoprisms. Thickness is 5nm, side length 50nm. 
The media is water (1.3329). Inter-dipole distance is 1 nm. X is the direction of light 
propagation. Y , Z are direction of polarizations of electric field vector and magnetic field 
vector respectively. The Laboratory frame is determined by X ,Y and Z . In target frame, prism 
direction is defined as 1a , 2a  is the direction normal to one side of triangle in the cross section 
of triangle nanoprism. Curve 1: randomly oriented; Curve 2: light travels vertically to triangular 
plane; Curve 3: triangular plane is superimposed with the plane determined by X and 
Z (magnetic vector in lab frame); Curve 4: The target frame is superimposed with lab frame 
and 1A , X in the same direction. 
 
In another case, the polarization direction can be in the triangle plane if the light 
propagates in the triangle plane as shown in Curve 4 of Figure 3-3. In this case, both θ  and ϕ  
are kept 900, suggesting that electric field vector is always in the cross section of triangle prism. 
However, average is executed by integrating β . It is found that the calculated spectrum is 
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exactly same as the curve 2 of Figure 3-3 due to the electric field vector always in triangle plane 
in both cases.  
When the light propagates in the triangle plane and the magnetic field vector is in the 
triangle plane, the out-of-plane SPR modes are excited as shown in Curve 3 of Figure 3-3. In 
this case, triangle plane is superimposed with the plane determined by X and Z (magnetic 
vector in lab frame), the polarization of light is always parallel to the prisms axis. There are two 
small peaks. The intensity at 336 nm is due to the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR. The other peak 
at 404 nm is assigned to out-of-plane dipole SPR.15 
Our results demonstrate that the position of in-plane-dipole SPR shifts linearly towards 
red with the aspect ratio of totally randomly oriented triangle nanoprisms as shown in Figure 3-
2. It is also found that the in-plane quadrupole SPR shown in Figure 3-4 is sensitive to the 
aspect ratio although its sensitivity may not as high as the dipole SPR. On the other hand, 
Figure 3-5 shows that the out-of-plane SPRs blue-shift slightly as aspect ratios increases. The 
out-of-plane quadrupole SPR at 336 nm blue-shifts by 14 nm and the out-of-plane dipole SPR 
remains at 406 nm when the side length increases from 15 to 50 nm. However, this out-of-plane 




Figure 3-4. In-plane SPR modes of triangle nanoprisms with 5 nm thick with aspect ratio. 





Figure 3-5. Out-of-plane SPR modes of triangle nanoprisms with 5 nm thick with aspect ratio. 
Interdipole distance is 1 nm. 
 
 
3.2.2 Hexagonal nanoprisms 
For randomly oriented hexagonal nanoprisms, there are also three peaks in the 
calculated SPR spectrum (Figure 3-6). Similar to the case of triangular nanoprisms, the out-of-
plane quadrupole SPR peak at 336 nm does not shift much as the aspect ratio changes in a 
relatively wide range. A weak in-plane quadrupole SPR peak is located about 420 nm. The 
peak with a large intensity appearing at the red side of the spectrum is related to the in-plane 




The simulated in-plane and out-of-plane SPR modes are shown in Figure 3-7. The out-
of-plane SPR has two modes. The stronger one is the quadrupole SPR, which is located in the 
range of 333~348nm. The side length of hexagonal nanoprisms slightly affects the position of 
this SPR mode. However, this SPR approaches 333nm when the aspect ratio is large enough. 
This trend is similar to that observed for triangular nanoprisms. This out-of-plane quadrupole 
SPR indeed always appears in the experimental SPR spectrum obtained for nano-prisms.13-14, 19-
20 The out-of-plane dipole SPR mode is weaker and located around 404 nm. However, this 
mode does not appear in the totally randomly oriented hexagonal nanoprisms shown in Figure 
3-6 due to average effect.15 Indeed, it has not been experimentally indentified. 
 
 
Figure 3-6. Simulated SPR of silver hexagonal nanoprisms with 10 and 12 nm thick randomly 




There are also two in-plane SPR modes. Compared to the triangular nanoprisms, the 
quadrupole in-plane SPR becomes very weak as shown in Figure 3-7. The in-plane dipole SPR 
mode is very strong and again responsible for the intense colour of hexagonal nanoprisms. 
Further, the position of this mode is also very sensitive to the side length and thickness of 
hexagonal nanoprisms. For hexagonal nanoprisms 10 nm thick, the in-plane dipole SPR peak 
red-shifts from 550 to 825 nm when the side length increases from 12 nm to 60 nm. 
 
 
Figure 3-7. In-plane and out-of-plane SPR modes of hexagonal nanoprisms with 12 nm thick 






3.2.3 Compressed cylinders 
The spectrum of compressed nanocylinders (Figure 3-8) resembles features of 
hexagonal nanoprisms due to their closeness of geometric shapes compared to triangular 
nanoprisms. The 336 nm peak still persists, assigned to out-of-plane quadrupole SPR mode as 
shown in Figure 3-9. The diameter of cross section of cylinders has little effect on the position 
of this SPR mode, similar to that for triangular and hexagonal nanoprisms. However, the weak 
in-plane quadrupole SPR peak located around 420 nm seems to be less sensitive to the aspect 
ratio compared to the same SPR intensity for triangular nanoprisms. 
 
Figure 3-8. Simulated SPR of silver compressed nanocylinders with 8 and 10 nm thick 





Figure 3-9. In-plane and out-of-plane SPR modes of silver nanocylinders with 10 nm thick with 
different side lengths. Interdipole distance is 1 nm.  
 
Similar to the cases of triangular and hexagonal nanoprisms, compressed nanocylinders 
also gives a large in-plane dipole SPR peak appearing at the red side, shown in Figure 3-8 and 
3-9.  Its position and intensity are very sensitive to the aspect ratio as well.  
3.2.4 Thickness determination from SPR spectrum 
As discussed in Introduction, TEM and AFM may not be always convenient or 
applicable in determining the thickness of thin nanoprisms. It is desirable to estimate the 
thickness of nanoplates from the SPR spectrum. From the simulated SPR spectra shown above, 
the in-plane dipole SPR is most suitable to serve this purpose due to its high sensitivity to the 
aspect ratio and strong intensity compared to other SPR modes. The in-plane dipole SPR peak 
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red-shifts almost linearly as the aspect ratio increases if thickness is fixed. This phenomenon 
was also reported by He21 by fixing the thickness of nanoprisms. For nanorods, the longitude 
SPR was found to red-shift linearly with the aspect ratio (the height of nanorod to diameter of 
nanorods). 4 In this case, the predicted geometrical parameters from SPR peak position can be 
readily confirmed by electron microscopic observations. However, the correlation between the 
SPR peak and the geometry of nanoprisms has not been established. There are still several 
related issues to be resolved. 
 
Figure 3-10. Plot of in-plane dipole SPR as a function of side length at various thicknesses: 5, 
10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20nm. 
 
The simulation of totally randomly oriented nanoplate is computationally demanding. 
To make the calculation of extinction cross section convergent, the inter-dipole distances 
should be small enough. In order to make the simulation of SPR spectrum from large 
nanoprisms tractable, totally random average should be avoided. As discussed in last section, 
the in-plane dipole SPR can be efficiently excited if the light travels vertically to the triangle 
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plane. Further, the in-plane dipole SPR will be equally excited in every polarization direction 
by rotating the prism axis if light propagates normally to the nanoplate plane. This fact will 
greatly reduce the computation time by superimposing the lab frame with the target frame. 
The in-plane dipole SPR was also found to blue-shift as the thickness increases at a 
fixed side length besides red-shifting with the side length for a fixed thickness.  The correlation 
between the in-plane dipole SPR with the side length and thickness is shown in Figure 3-10. 
The relationship is almost linear, allowing us to determine the thickness of nanoplates by 
comparing with the experimental SPR spectrum. Experimentally, the side length of triangle 
nanoprisms was found to distribute in certain range while their thickness is nearly fixed.13 For 
gold nanorods, its length can be varied in a wide range with their diameter kept at a constant 
value.4 These experimental results suggest the possibility of separating the effects of the side 
length and thickness on the in-plane dipole SPR.  
With the calibration curves shown in Figure 3-10, the thickness of the nanoplates can be 
easily estimated if their average side length and in-plane dipole SPR are known. For example, if 
the average side length of triangle nanoprisms measured using electron microscopies is 100 nm 
and the in-plane dipole SPR peak determined from UV-Vis spectrum is located at 760nm, the 
thickness is readily estimated to be 17 nm.  
The above analysis and approach is limited and only applicable to perfect forms of 
triangular or hexagonal nanoprisms, or nanocylinders. In reality, perfect triangle or hexagonal 
nanoprisms are seldom prepared. In fact, only 20% perfect triangle nanoprisms with sharp tips 
were produced in photo-induced synthesis13-14 and the truncated form dominates the product. It 
is necessary for us to extend the consideration to more relaxed geometric conditions.  
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The simulated in-plane dipole SPRs for the three different perfect forms with a same 
thickness and cross section area are shown in Figure 3-11. The figure clearly demonstrates that 
the in-plane dipole SPRs of hexagonal nanoprisms and cylinders are nearly superimposed and 
located at 613 and 609 nm respectively while the peak of perfect triangle nanoprisms is located 
about 792.3 nm. This great difference between rounded and sharp nanoprisms has also been 
reported13-15 due to the sharp tips of triangle nanoprisms. If the sharp tip is sniped, the in-plane 
dipole SPR is seen to shift towards blue side.15 This is unambiguously shown in Figure 3-11. 
The in-plane dipole SPR of perfect triangular nanoprisms with a side length of 100 nm is 
located at 772 nm. The peak blue-shifts to 67015, 60015, 572.4 nm at snips of 10, 20 and 33nm, 
respectively. On the other hand, the peaks obtained for equivalent cylinders with a thickness of 
16 nm are located at 609, 605, 593.5 and 562.6nm, respectively. This comparison indicates that 
a 20 nm snip is large enough to blue-shift the in-plane dipole SPR of triangular nanoprisms to 
the same position of the equivalent nanocrylinders, shown in Figure 3-12. In general, the in-
plane dipole SPRs for nanoplates without sharp tips will overlap if the surface area is equal. 
This fact makes it possible to estimate the thickness of truncated nanoprisms by measuring the 





Figure 3-11. Simulated in plane SPR of triangle and hexagonal and cylinder nanoprisms with 
equal surface area and thickness. The side length of hexagonal nanoprism is 30 nm; The 
diameter of nanocylinders is 55 nm; the side length of triangle nanoprism is 74 nm; 





Figure 3-12. Simulated in plane dipole SPR of equivalent compressed cylinder triangle 
nanoprisms with 16 nm thick and 100 nm edge length. With snip of 0nm, 10nm, 20 nm, and 33 
nm. 
 
We have successfully prepared round Ag nanoplates with a high yield to evaluate above 
method. The detailed synthetic methodology and discussion will be given in Chapter 4. The 
TEM and UV-Vis results are shown in Figure 3-13. It was observed that most of the nanoplates 
are rounded. The average diameter is about 50 nm. The peak at 336 nm is assigned to the out-
of-plane quadrupole SPR mode and is characteristic of nanoplate morphology. The strong peak 
located around 570 nm is the in-plane dipole SPR excitation. From calibration curves shown in 
Figure 3-14, the thickness is estimated to be 11 nm. In TEM micrographs, some of the 
nanoplates stand vertically on the copper grids. Their thickness can be directly measured to be 
in the range of 10-11 nm. It confirms that the estimation of thickness using the in-plane dipole 




Figure 3-13. TEM pictures (a: large area; b: areas containing nanoplates standing vertically on 





Figure 3-14. The thickness calibration curves of compressed nanocylinders from simulation: 8 
nm, 10 nm, 11 nm, and 12nm. 
 
 
3.3     Conclusion: 
1. The out-of-plane quadrupole SPR is characteristic peak for all forms of 
nanoplates, including triangular nanoprisms, hexagonal nanoprisms and compressed 
nanocylinders. The position of this peak is insensitive to aspect ratio, but sensitive to 
surrounding media. This property may be useful in developing SPR sensors.  
2. The in-plane dipole SPR is very strong and responsible for the intense colour of 
nanoplates. Its position is nearly linear to the aspect ratio of nanoplates. This property can be 
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Chapter 4 Synthesis and Formation Mechanims of Silver 
Nanoprisms with Hydrogen Peroxide as Shape Control Agent 
 
4.1     Introduction 
The formation mechanism of nanoplates has been intriguing us since the discovery of 
silver triangular nanoprisms by light irradiation.1-2 Physically speaking, the plate formation 
from f.c.c. crystals is an unusual phenomenon due to its incongruity with the underlying point 
group symmetry of f.c.c. This inconsistency has not been heeded except for one work on 
perovskite crystal crystals.3 For platelet formation from f.c.c. metals, the planar defaults, such 
as twins are believed to be present as famous tabular silver halide crystals in photography.4-5 
This theory is prevalent because of two evidences. Experimentally, abnormal 1/3[422] 
forbidden diffraction spots were observed in selected area electron diffraction (SAED). 1-2, 4, 6-16 
Theoretically, it was known that the planar default formation requires little energy for f.c.c. 
metals.17 However, the observed planar defaults from SAED cannot resolve the issue if these 
planar defaults exist natively or produced in-situ by the irradiation of intensive electron beam in 
TEM. Further, the idea of planar defaults does not provide any insight on the chemistry of 
existing synthetic methods. 
Coalescence mechanism was first graphically proposed by Mirkin in his original work 
on photo-induced morphology transformation of silver nanocrystals.1-2 It was questioned by 
recent experimental studies7, 18, showing that silver triangular nanoprisms can also be produced 




Specific interaction of citrate with Ag (111) surfaces is another popular view in 
explaining the anisotropic growth of silver nanoplates.19 Electroadsorption of anions is one of 
the main areas in modern surface electrochemistry.20-38 In general, the surface coverage 
increases with the augment of applied potential in the potential range of negative to PZC. There 
are several studies carried out for citrate adsorption on gold electrodes.39-42 At potentials 
positive to PZC, citric acid deprotonates and forms an η2 bonded carboxylate adsorbate, with a 
characteristic IR absorbance at around 1390 cm-1. 42 Till now, there is no report on specific 
electroadsorption of citrate ions without applying the potential to silver electrodes. The citrate 
adsorption on colloid silver surfaces was proposed to involve two carboxylates on silver 
surfaces.43 However, there is a lack of solid experimental results to support this binding model. 
Nevertheless, even if the specific adsorption of citrate ions on Ag (111) surfaces occurs, it may 
not lend help in deliberation of the anisotropic growth of silver nanoplates. It is known that Ag 
(111) grows naturally slowest due to its lowest surface energy compared to other orientations. 
This is the reason for producing MTPs silver nanocrystals in vacuum44-46 or in solution. The 
more relevant issue is to understand the appearance of the less stable Ag (110) in the nanoplates. 
Further experiments showed that citrate ions are not essential or necessary to produce silver 
nanoprisms by Xia 12-13, 47 and this work. 
For complicated reaction systems, blocking reaction sites by reactants or intermediates 
is sometimes simply called catalyst poisoning. For example, sulfur compounds were found to 
poison the metal catalysts in various catalytic processes. In some cases, such poisoning effects 
were exploited to protect metal surfaces by blocking their active sites. In all these, the so-called 
poisoning molecules are strongly bonded to the metal surfaces. In the synthesis of Ag 
nanoprisms, however, the proposed morphology directing molecules/ions, such as citrate, PVP 
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or CTAB, are not akin to the silver or gold surfaces due to their closed-shell electronic 
configurations. There are no experimental and theoretical evidences supporting the strong 
interactions between these molecules/ions with metal surfaces.  
On the other hand, open-shell species, such as radicals can indeed strongly adsorb onto 
metal surfaces under the frame of BOC-MP modeling.48 These short lived intermediates can be 
stabilized by metal surfaces and some of the bonds in the adsorbing molecules or radicals can 
be weakened by chemical adsorption.49 In this line, hydrogen peroxide was chosen as the shape 
control molecule for synthesizing the nanoprisms. The interaction between hydrogen peroxide 
and silver and gold surfaces is fairly strong compared to the usual closed-shell molecules, such 
as PVP and citrate anions. Hydrogen peroxide provides highly active radicals, such as hydroxyl 
and superoxide radicals.50 Although these ROSs are usually short-lived, they are important in 
biological oxidation processes.51-52 They can also strongly bind onto metal surfaces, hence 
modulating surface reactions. In addition, the ROS adsorption on silver surfaces may be 
sensitive to surface structures, resulting in different reaction rates on different surface 
orientations. This surface sensitivity in the growth rate of nanocrystals can be important in 
understanding the anisotropic growth of nanoplates. This is the main objective of the research 
presented in this chapter, probing into the roles of ROSs in the synthesis of nanoplates and 
gaining mechanistic information about the growth process. Specifically we systematically 
investigated the reaction systems with citrate, ethanol and PVP as the reducing agents or 






4.2       Experimental Section 
The synthetic procedure in the literature was modified.53 A typical experiment is 
described as following. Under mechanical stirring, 0.4 ml 10 mM silver nitrate and 0.4 ml 0.1 
M trisodium citrate were added sequentially into a 50-ml beaker containing 40 ml distilled 
water. Then, 0.4 ml freshly prepared 0.1 M KBH4 was injected into above reaction beaker. The 
solution immediately turns to yellow. After ~70s, 0.1 ml 30% hydrogen peroxide was added. In 
2 minutes, the solution sequentially turns to red orange, red, purple and blue.  
The samples were characterized using TEM (JEOL 2010F). Selected Area Electron 
Diffraction (SAED) was carried out by focusing the electron beam onto the targeted silver 
nanocrystals. UV-Vis spectroscopic studies (Shimadzu 2450) were conducted in the range of 
1100 nm to 200 nm at 22 0C. 
4.3       Experimental results and discussion: 
 
As discussed in chapter 1, strong reductants such as KBH4, hydrazine, and high energy 
beams54-56 such gamma rays and electron beams can only produce small MTP silver. Only 
weak reductants such as ascorbic acid, citrate, polyols, DMF and PVP can differentiate the 
small difference of redox potentials between Ag (111), Ag (110) and Ag (100) and hence silver 
nanocrystals with specific shapes such as nanorods57, nanoprisms1-2, 4, and 6-16, nanocubes58 are 
prepared. Ascorbic acid will be investigated in details in next chapter. For weak reductants such 
as citrate, polyol58 and PVP12-13, they are inactive to reducing silver ions under ambient 
condition. For example, high temperature58 is needed to activate polyol in polyol process. Light 
irradiation1-2 or high temperature19 is needed to activate citrate to produce silver nanoprism 
from silver seeds although the role of citrate as reducing agent is not well established. In the 
beginning, photo1-2 and thermal energy19 were believed to provide energy to transform the 
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small spherical MTP into silver nanoprisms. In the photo transforming of silver seeds to silver 
nanoprisms, Brus18, 59-61 proposed that citrate ions would lose electrons to silver particles and 
then silver ion could henceafter be reduced. It was Mirkin who was the first exploring two 
reductants with KBH4 and citrate simultaneously to make silver nanoprisms. However, the 
formation mechanism is not clear, and was simply classified as thermal transformation. The 
citrate ions were generally believed to play the critical role of shaping nanoprisms due to 
specific adsorption on Ag (111). To test this popular idea, we tried to see if silver nanoprisms 
can be prepared in absence of citrate. 
4.3.1       Absence of Citrate 
In this section, citrate is replaced by ethanol and PVP to prepare the silver nanoprisms. 
4.3.1.1    Ethanol providing active hydrogen 
A typical experimental procedure is briefly described in the following. Under the 
ultrasound condition, to a 50-ml beaker containing 20-ml distilled water, 1 ml 10 mM silver 
nitrate, 0.5 ml 1%(in weight) PVP(molecular weight 10,000), 50 µl ethanol, 0.1 ml 35% 
hydrogen peroxide, 0.1 ml 10 mM HCl were added in sequence. Then 0.3 ml 0.1M fresh 
prepared KHB4 was added. The solution turns to yellow immediately, followed by deep yellow. 
The color turns deep brown and deep purple after about 1 and 2 minutes, respectively. Finally 
the solution settles with a deep blue color. The total reaction time is ~5 minutes. Various 







Table 4-1. The formula for preparing silver nanocrystals using ethanol. 
 
 Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 
AgNO3(M) 5x10-4 2.5x10-4 5x10-4 5x10-4 5x10-4 
Ethanol(in volume) 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 
H2O2(wt.) 0.175% 0.175% 0.175% 0.175% 0.175% 
KBH4(M) 1.5x10-3 1.5x10-3 1.5x10-3 1.5x10-3 1.5x10-3 
PVP (in weight) 0.025% 0.025% 0.025% 0.025% 0.025% 
HCl (M) 5x10-5 5x10-5 0 0 5x10-5 
HNO3 (M) 0 0 0 5x10-5 0 
Water (ml) 20 ml 20 ml 20 ml 20 ml 20 ml 
Ultrasonic (U) 
Magetic stirring (M) 
U U U U M 
color blue Red purple yellow blue blue 
 
 
In this work, ethanol was employed to replace citrate ions as reducing agent. 
Compared to citrate, ethanol is much weaker reduactant and it is more difficult for ROSs to 
abstract hydrogen from ethanol molecules. Thus, it is necessary to increase the amount of 
ethanol to improve the reaction rate. Small amount of PVP is always used to stabilize the 





Figure 4-1. The UV-Vis spectrum of silver nanocrystals prepared by using of ethanol. Sample 1; 
Sample 2; Sample 3; Sample 4: HNO3; Sample 5: Magnetic stirring. The experimental 
conditions are in table 4-1. 
 
From the UV-Vis spectrum (Figure 4-1), the peak at 336 nm is characteristic for the 
formation of silver nanolates, representing the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR for nanoplates. A 
large intensity appearing at 730 nm is responsible for the deep blue color of the solution, 
attributable to the in-plane dipole SPR mode. The peak position is almost the same as the value 
(734 nm) obtained for the nanoplates prepared using citrate. The purity of triangular nanoplates 
is very high, judged by cleanliness of the UV-Vis spectra. 
From the TEM results (Figure 4-2A), we found that the triangular and truncated 
triangle nanoprisms are the dominating shapes. The side length is about 50-60 nm. Selected 
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Area Electron Diffraction (SEAD) shows the strong normal [220] reflection spots with C6 axis 
as well as the weak abnormal 1/3[422] reflection spots. Although this 1/3[422] spots cannot be 
identified for perfect f.c.c. single crystals, they have been observed for nanoplates.1-2, 4, 6-16 
Sample 2 was prepared by reducing the amount of silver nitrate to half. The equivalent diameter 
of nanoplates was found to be reduced to half as well, shown in Figure 4-2B. The in-plane 
dipole SPR blue-shifts to 500 nm.  
The effect of pH value on the formation of nanoplates was also studied. For Sample 3, 
no acid was added into the reaction system. There are no nanoprisms produced. Nanoparticles 
mainly consist of small silver sphere (about 6 nm) and small parts of larger irregular MTPs with 
diverse sizes in 10-20 nm, shown in Figure 4-2C. A single unsymmetrical peak appears at 405 
nm in the UV-Vis spectrum of Sample 3 (Figure 4-1), which is very different from others 
samples with acid added. The peak located at 405 nm is close to the SPR peak of small 
spherical silver nanoparticles while the broader shoulder beyond 405 is mostly contributed by 
larger MTPs. The role of H+ is speculated to facilitate the generation of HO2 radical, which is 
the important intermediate in the formation of nanoplates as will be discussed later. 
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Figure 4-2. TEM images from silver nanocrystals prepared by using of ethanol. A---Sample 
1(scale bar 100nm); B---Sample 2(scale bar 50 nm); C---Sample 3(scale bar 20 nm); D---





The value of Ksp of Silver chloride is very small under ambient conditions. We 
attempted to replace HCl with nitric acid to nullify the influence of silver chloride in Sample 4. 
The nanoplates were also successfully produced. The in-plane dipole SPR blue-shifts to 630 nm 
(Figure 4-1). TEM image (Figure 4-2D) shows that the nanoplates are more rounded and 
uniformly distributed with an average size of 50-60 nm. Compared to the spectrum of Sample 1, 
the blue-shift of 100 nm may arise from the rounded forms of nanoplates as discussed in last 
chapter.  
In summary, silver nanoplates have been successfully synthesized with ethanol as the 
reducing agent with the addition of acids. The main function of ethanol is to provide active 
hydrogen (α-H) which can be abstracted by active ROSs, creating intermediates which are 
highly sensitive to surface orientations and responsible for the selective growth of the 
nanoplates. 
4.3.1.2   PVP as reducing agent and capping agent 
In Mirkin’s work53, PVP is speculated as the protecting agent which plays a role of 
separating the resulting nanoprism. PVP is known to be non-reductive at ambient conditions. 
However, Xia12 first prepared nanoprisms using only PVP and silver nitrate and heating at 60 
0C for a long time (as long as 21 hours). It was suggested that silver nitrate is reduced by the 
end group of PVP. We realized that PVP can be activated by hydrogen peroxide under ambient 
condition and formed immediate can be used as reductant as ethanol case.  
In this study, citrate and ethanol are not used. PVP is the only compound which can 
supply as precursor of reductants. As ethanol, the α-H in PVP is less active than that of citrate. 
Excessive PVP is needed to maintain the reaction rate. 
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Under ambient conditions, 0.3078 g PVP with a molecular weight of 40,000 was 
dissolved in 30 ml distilled water to form a transparent solution. After adding 0.2 ml 30% H2O2, 
the solution was tabled for 9 minutes. While stirring, 0.25 ml of 0.2 M silver nitrate was added 
into the above solution. Upon drop-by-drop addition of 0.5 ml freshly prepared 0.1 M KBH4, 
the color of the solution was found to initially oscillate from deep yellow to light yellow and 
finally turns to deep purple. After 18 minutes, the mixture was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 
minutes. The deposit collected was dissolved in distilled water and the solution was centrifuged 
again at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The final deposit was collected and dissolved in 1 ml 
distilled water for characterization. The completeness of silver ion reduction during the reaction 
was tested, giving no color changes after adding 0.1 M freshly prepared KBH4 into the mixture. 
From TEM results shown in Figure 4-3, it is clearly noted that silver nanoplates are 
dominant, including hexagonal and circular nanoprisms. The circular nanoprisms may be 
produced from the chemical etching of hexagonal nanoprisms by excessive hydrogen peroxide 
in the solution. Some of the nanoplates stand vertically on the carbon-covered copper grids, 
previously observed in carefully prepared samples53. Their thickness can be directly measured 
to be in the range of 10-11 nm. The average diameter of the nanoplates is about 50 nm. The 
nature of nanoplates is further confirmed by the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR peak at 336 nm 
in the UV-vis spectrum as shown in Figure 4-4. Based on the strong in-plane dipole SPR peak 
located around 570 nm and the calibration curves in Figure 3-13 discussed in Chapter 3, the 
thickness of the nanoplates is estimated to be 11 nm, which is consistent with the value 




Figure 4-3. TEM image of nanoprism prepared by PVP method, A: lower magnification(scale 
bar 200 nm); B: higher magnification(scale bar 100nm) 
 
 




Citrate ions were believed to selectively adsorb on Ag (111) surfaces, resulting in a 
slower reaction rate compared to other low miller index surfaces. However, in Xia’s work 
citrate ions dominant roles in the generation of nanoprisms was questioned.12 Our experiments 
furthermore demonstrated that nanoprisms can be produced even without the participation of 
citrate ions in the reaction.  
In Xia’s work by reducing silver ions by large amount of PVP under high temperature, 
the nanocrystals made of MTPs were concurrently formed besides nanoprisms. 
In this work, our reaction system also includes KBH4 and H2O2 in addition to AgNO3 
and PVP. Under the ambient conditions, pure nanoprsims were obtained, which is attributable 
to the preferential etching of silver MTPs by hydrogen peroxide. In our experiments, the PVP 
concentration should be high enough to prevent complete dissolution of in-situ generated silver 
seeds under excessive hydrogen peroxide. 
To further confirm the roles of active H-atoms in PVP, A surfactant like NP-5 
(poly(oxyethylene)5 -nonylphenol ether),  NP-5/silver ratio varies from 30 to 1 was employed 
to replace PVP in the reaction.  In this experiment, we did not observe any nanoprisms. In 
contrast to citrate and ethanol and PVP, it does not have any active hydrogen atoms and 
therefore cannot be precursor of reducing agent. This result further suggests that the role of 
PVP is same as citrate, ethanol, providing as mild reducing agent after activated by ROS in the 






4.3.2       Presence of citrate ions 
Mechanism is further investigated in presence of citrate ions. 
4.3.2.1   Aging Effect 
Without PVP, it was found that the solution changes its color rapidly. From the UV-
Vis spectrum shown in Figure 4-5, two distinct peaks can be identified. The peak appearing at 
335 nm is assigned to the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR and is characteristic for nanoplates, 
including triangular nanoprisms, hexagonal nanoprisms and compressed nanocylinders. The 
large intensity located at 734 nm representing the in-plane dipole surface plasma resonance 
mode indicates the formation of triangular nanoplates. As there are no other peaks in > 300nm, 
the purity of the triangular nanoplates is rather high. There is another small peak located around 
366 nm in the samples without aging. This is attributable to the in-plane quadrupole SPR mode 
of triangular prisms. Interestingly, it disappears after aging. This is indeed consistent with the 
evolution of nanoprisms in aging. Upon aging, the nanoprisms change their shape, becoming 
rounder as observed in Figure 4-6. As discussed in Chapter 3, the quadrupole SPR is less 
significant as triangular naoplates develop into hexagonal nanoplates and compressed cylinders. 
When the solution is kept for 50 days under the ambient condition with light and air, it 
was found that the solution remains blue in color and the in-plane dipole SPR blue-shifts from 
734 to 630 nm. This implies that the plate forms are still retained. The solution turns to purple 
as continuing the aging. After 66 days, its color becomes purple blue.  The in-plane SPR peak 
further blue-shifts to 580 nm and the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR red-shifts to 340 nm. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, this red-shift of the out-of-plane quadrupole SPR implies the decrease 
in the size of nanoprisms. We observed the appearance of a peak at 265 nm, which is possibly 
assigned to the absorption of acetone. After long time aging, the final oxidation product of 
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citrate is acetone. A small but resolvable intensity at 210 nm can be tentatively assigned to 
HO2- .62 
From TEM results, it was found that the triangular nanoprisms and their truncated 
forms are the dominating shapes in the sample without aging. The side length is widely 
distributed from 40 to 100 nm. Aging leads silver nanoprisms to become smaller and rounded 
with 10 -20 nm in size as shown in Figure 4-6. Our results demonstrated that the PVP is not 
necessary or essential for stabilizing the produced nanoprisms as claimed by Mirkin.53 The 
colloidal solution is very stable even with the presence of light and air. However, with and 
without PVP in the system, the induction periods are very different, increasing from 2 minutes 
without PVP to 15-30 minutes with PVP. Furthermore, it was observed that all of the 
nanoprisms lie flat on the carbon-covered formvar coated on copper grids without the presence 





Figure 4-5. The UV-Vis spectra of triangle nanoprisms. Aging for: 0 day (black line); 50 day 
(red line); 66 days (green line). In the inset: silver nitrate+citrate(blue line); silver 




        
Figure 4-6. TEM picture of silver nanoprisms. A: without aging(scale bar 100nm); B: aging for 
66 days (scale bar 10 nm). 
 
4.3.2.2    Dynamics of nanoprisms formation 
To follow the nanoprism formation process using a UV-Vis spectrometer, 1ml of 1% 
PVP was added to increase the induction time. Figure 4-7 shows the UV-Vis spectra obtained at 
various time after the reaction. From 0 minute to 15 minutes, the baseline increase as shown in 
Figure 4-7. This increase in baseline as a function of time suggests that light scattering is very 
serious due to the possible presence of bubbles. In the period of 15 minutes to 35 minutes, the 
baseline decrease a little. This phenomenon suggests the generation and breaking of bubble is 
in equilibrium in this period.  The solution suddenly turns its color after 38 minutes, evidenced 
by the appearance of the peak at ~850 nm.  
To support the above analysis of bubble influence on UV-Vis spectra, the UV-Vis 
spectrum was simulated using the codes developed by Ngo.63 Due to the lack of structural 
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details, the bubble-enclosed silver seeds are modeled in the two possible structures as shown in 
Figure 4-8. In the simulation, the dilute solution is assumed to have the refractive index (1.3329) 
of water. The bubbles are mostly composed of oxygen released from hydrogen peroxide with 
possible small fractions of hydrogen and nitrogen dissolved in the solution. The refractive index 
of the gas is taken to be 1.0. The radius of silver seeds is ~4 nm which is the characterized size 
of citrate silver seeds prepared under this condition. In these two cases, the silver seeds can 
contact with active solution containing hydrogen peroxide and citrate. 
 
Figure 4-7. UV-Vis spectra as the development of silver nanoprisms with additional 1ml 1% 
(weight) PVP. 
 
First, we carried out the simulation on concentric spheres for both bubble structures. In 
case of water droplets as shown in Case A in Figure 4-8, the intensity of SPR of silver seeds 
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decreases with the size of water droplets as shown in Figure 4-9. If the radius of water droplet 
is less than 20 nm, a peak located about 400 nm can be clearly observed. SPR at 400 nm is 
characteristic for all spherical silver seeds without bubbles. However, this intensity disappears 
for larger droplets. This result clearly demonstrates that the color of silver seeds can be 
dissembled by bubbles. In the radius range of 50-200 nm, Rayleigh scattering dominates. As 
the radius increases further, the geometrical optics plays more important roles. It is interesting 
to note the greater contribution from the scattering mechanism for larger water droplets. The 
flat curves observed before color changing shown in Figure 4-7 can be attributed to the effect of 
averaging over different sizes of bubble droplets. In the case of air bubbles as shown in Case B 
in Figure 4-8, the phenomenon is nearly the same except the SPR peak blue-shifting to 357 nm. 
This blue-shift reflects the refractive index change near the silver seeds.  
However, the concentric scenario may not be realistic for bubbles surrounding silver 
seeds due to the gravity of these silver seeds in the case of air bubbles and the silver seeds may 
experience the strong Brownian motion due to their small size. In a more realistic model, the 
silver seeds are considered to be at tangent to the outer-spheres. The simulation gives the 
similar results. Therefore, our simulation suggests that the existence of bubbles can dissemble 
the color of silver seeds, implying that special caution should be taken in interpreting UV-Vis 
spectrum in the presence of bubbles. More importantly, from the above analysis the colorless 
solution with a lot of bubbles in the induction period does not mean total disappearance of 
silver seed in this period. This fact means that surface reaction on silver surfaces takes place in 






Figure 4-8. Schematic illustration of two bubble-enclosed silver seeds. Case A: silver seed is 
enclosed by spherical aqueous solution and outmost media is air; Case B: silver seed is 















Figure 4-9. Simulated UV-Vis spectra of silver seed enclosed by bubbles. Case A: bubble 
enclosing the aqueous droplet with different radius; Case B: the aqueous solution enclosing air 
bubble with different radius; the refractive index of solution and air is taken as 1.3329 and 1.0. 




In above analysis, it can be learned that UV-Vis spectrum is very limited in 
characterizing the development of silver nanoprisms in the presence of bubbles. Surface 
potential measurement is an alternative technique being employed to monitor the formation 
process of silver nanoprisms. The silver rod with a diameter of 1.5 mm and a purity of 99.999% 
was used as the working electrode. It was cleaned with 50% nitric acid supersonically for 30s 
to remove the native oxide, and then by distilled water. It is further cleaned with 0.1 M freshly 
prepared KBH4, followed by washing in distilled water. Two electrodes, the clean silver rod 
and AgCl, were immersed into the reacting solution 15 seconds after the addition of KBH4. 
After being stabilized, the open circuit potential between the two electrodes was measured. 
In this experiment, the electrochemical potential measured reflects the surface 
potential of silver nanocrystals in solution under zero current condition. This should be true at 
least for silver MTPs as the high purity polycrystalline silver electrode consists of silver MTPs. 
The surface properties of the silver electrode and the silver nanocrystals in solution are 
expected to be similar in the same electrolytic bath. This approach had been employed in 
previous studies.64-65 
As shown in Figure 4-10, the surface potential is about -0.23 V immediately after the 
formation of silver seeds upon the addition of KBH4, which gradually shifts to -0.25 V.  
Adding hydrogen peroxide into the solution causes the surface potential jump to 0.2 V, possibly 
attributable to the surface reaction and adsorption of hydrogen peroxide silver nanocrystals. 
Between 80-115 s, the solution color changes from yellow, light yellow to colorless. This 
period corresponds to the steady increase of surface potential from 0.2 to 0.25 V. Beyond 115s, 
the color turns to red, purple and then blue in a 15s window, in which the surface potential 
increases to 0.3V and then falls back to 0.2 V.  
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Electrochemical potential of the electrons in the electrode is directly related to the 
Fermi energy or the work function of an electrode. Their correlation has been demonstrated in 
so-called emersion experiments.66-67 It is known that the oxygen adsorption uplifts the work 
function of silver surfaces as high as 0.5 eV depending on the coverage of the adsorbed 
oxygen.68 This experimental result shows the change of Fermi energy by 0.5 eV due to oxygen 
adsorption. Thus, the surface adsorption can be probed by monitoring the change of surface 
potential. 
The work function of polycrystalline silver surface varies from 4.27-4.8 eV due to 
variation in oxygen contamination.69-72 The Fermi energy of Ag (111) surfaces changes from -
4.521 to -4.971 eV due to the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen peroxide on Ag (111), 
forming adsorbed hydroxyl. Oxygen adsorption on Ag (111) results in a down-shift the Fermi 
energy to -4.985 eV. This downward shift about 0.45 eV (dissociative adsorption of H2O2) and 
0.464 eV (oxygen adsorption) are comparable with the surface potential change 0.44 eV 
observed after adding H2O2 to the reaction system, shown in Figure 4-10. This similarity 
implies that the dissociative adsorption of H2O2 may also occur on silver nanocrystals in the 




Figure 4-10. Surface potential development in the progress of silver nanoprisms formation in 
absence of PVP. Upper: 0-400 seconds; Lower: whole range. Reference electrode: silver/silver 
chloride in 3M KCl (30 0C) with Eref= 0.204 V relative to NHE. 
 
 
4.3.2.3   The role of potassium borohydride in nanoprisms formation 
For all the experiments containing silver ions and borohydride ions, a yellow solution 
is formed immediately upon their mixing. This clearly indicates that small silver seeds are 
quickly produced in-situ at the initial stage of the reaction. These seeds will grow further to 
silver nanoplates showing a blue color. 
Without potassium borohydride, the solution remains colorless and contains no bubble 
even if the concentration of silver nitrate is increased by 25 times or the concentration of citrate 
is higher by 2.5 times. To further exclude the role of decomposition products of borohydride 
and pH influence, the solution of potassium borohydrodride was boiled for half an hour for 
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complete decomposition while all the other reaction conditions are kept unchanged. The growth 
bath kept colorless. These observations show that potassium borohydride is essential for the 
formation of silver seeds which are required for further growth of silver nanoplates.    
To understand the roles of potassium borohydride in seed generation and subsequent 
nanoprism formation, we tried to produce nanoprisms without borohydride, but using silver 
seeds separately prepared. Under argon environment, silver seeds are produced. The other 
conditions are same. The resulting seeds are strictly sealed from air and were aged at least for 
one day with light to exclude the excessive KBH4 in preparation of silver seeds. Preventing 
exposure of seeds to oxygen is necessary for excluding the possibility of ROS formation in the 
seed aging process. We used different amounts of seeds (1ml -5 ml) and PVP (0-5 ml 1%) to 
grow nanoprisms. However, the final solution is always colorless without blue silver nanoprism. 
These experiments clearly indicate that borohydride ions have other roles besides in-situ 
generation of silver seeds.  
Possibly, borohydride reacts with hydrogen peroxide in presence of silver ions and 
some resulting intermediates will affect the formation of silver nanoprisms. To explore this 
possibility, further control experiment was carried out. The procedure of adding solution was 
reversed by mixing borohydride and hydrogen peroxide first, and followed by the addition of 
sodium tricitrate and silver nitrate after 10 or 30 mins. We found that the solution color turns to 
blue for the case of 10-min delay, but to red purple for the latter case. The red purple color 
appears if the amount of borohydride used is reduced to half. The in-plane dipole SPR blue-
shifts as the concentration of borohydride decreases.53 The reducing the used amount of 
borohydride after 30-min delay in our reaction system is mainly due to its thermal 
decomposition of KBH4 under the ambient condition (observed in a separate experiment), not 
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attributable to its direct reaction with hydrogen peroxide in absence of silver ions. This result 
suggests that the direct reaction between borohydride and hydrogen peroxide in the absence of 
silver ions is very slow, negligible compared to the reduction of silver ions by borohydride and 
dissolution of silver nanoparticles generated in-situ by hydrogen peroxide. Their interaction in 
the formation of nanoplates may be mediated through silver nanocrystal surfaces. In this case, 
the hydrogen peroxide is reduced to water by getting 2 electrons as shown in Equation 1. The 
silver surfaces serve as catalysts. It is further speculated that other reactions take place on the 
surfaces of silver nanoparticles. 
 
−− +⎯⎯⎯ →⎯+ OHOHadOHadH acesilversurf 222 )()(           (1) 
)()()( 2222 adHOHadOHadH
acesilversurf −− +↑⎯⎯⎯ →⎯+     (2) 
)()()( 22 adHOAgadHOadAg
acesilversurf •+⎯⎯⎯ →⎯+ −+     (3) 
)()()( 222 adOHadHOadH
acesilversurf −− •+↑⎯⎯⎯ →⎯+    (4) 
 
Intuitively, the hydride (active species in KBH4) is a strong base which can abstract 
hydrogen from hydrogen peroxide to form its conjugated base HO2-. As discussed above, their 
direct reaction is very slow in the absence of silver seeds produced in-situ. However, this 
pathway is possible for hydride and hydrogen peroxide adsorbed on the silver nanoparticles 
(Equation 2). From ab initio modeling, hydride ions and hydrogen peroxide are found to bind 
strongly on the low miller index Ag surfaces. The hydroperoxyl anion produced from reaction 
2 can reduce a silver ion by losing one electron. The resulting hydroperoxyl radical can easily 
absorb onto silver surfaces. The process of producing adsorbed hydroperoxyl radical is 
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described in Equation 3. In the process of reducing silver ions by hydride, atomic hydrogen 
adsorbed on silver can further abstract hydrogen from hydroperoxyl anions, resulting in 
superoxide radical anions, shown in Equation 4. In solution, the oxygen radical anion is fairly 
stable compared to other ROS such as hydroperoxyl radicals. 
To prove reaction (2), (3) and (4) experimentally, another experiment is carried out by 
mixing 50 µl 0.1 M cupric nitrate, trisodium citrate, hydrogen peroxide and potassium 
borohydride. Cupric nitrate is used here because the resulting in-situ copper nanoparticles are 
extremely easily dissolved in presence of hydrogen peroxide. The mixture immediately turns 
yellow, 1 minute later the solution turns colorless. This colorless solution suggests that all of 
the KBH4 are quickly consumed. 5 minutes later, silver nitrate is added. The solution turn 
immediately yellow and shallow yellow and turns red with a lot of bubble release. 2 minutes 
later the solution turns red purple and kept the color. This result shows that the additional silver 
ions are reduced by newly produced reductants such as hydroperoxyl anion, O2- or 
dehydrogenated citrate instead of KBH4. The color changes seem like the 30 minutes case. 
Cupric nitrate is used here to catalyze reaction 1 and 2 due to in-situ generation of copper seeds. 
As we know, hydrogen peroxide can more easily react with copper and dissolve copper than 
silver. Therefore, the cupric nitrate is used only as catalyst and will not form copper silver alloy 
in presence of excessive hydrogen peroxide. Compared to borohydride, the oxygen anion 
radical is a rather weak reductant. The redox potential is about -0.33 V. The conversion from 
strong reductant to weak reductant is very important in shape selection. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, the strong reductants, such as borohydride and electron beam or solvated electrons 
generated in-situ by high energy rays can only produce the silver MTPs because they cannot 
differentiate low miller index silver surfaces. Although the most of ROSs are generally short-
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lived, the life time of oxygen anion radical can be several minutes73 which is comparable to the 
induction period observed in this experiment. 
4.3.2.4    The role of PVP in nanoprisms formation 
In Mirkin’s work53, the PVP believed to stabilize the produced nanoprisms. Our 
experiments showed that the colloidal solution containing silver nanoprisms prepared without 
PVP is very stable even with light and air (Figure 4-5). However, the induction time greatly 
increases from 2 minutes without PVP to 15-30 minutes with PVP.  
To further clarify the role of PVP, the reaction condition was modified. The 
mechanical stirring was stopped after all the reactants were added, and the reaction solution 
was kept still. It was observed that the reaction proceeds layer-by-layer. Initially the uppermost 
layer near to open air turns to blue with bubbles releasing to air. The blue layer diffuses 
downwards. This layer-by-layer growth proceeds in a much slower pace if 1 ml 1 %( weight) 
PVP is used. Another control experiment was carried out to probe if the air plays any roles in 
the layer-by-layer growth mode. We isolated the reaction system from air by adding 20 ml 
toluene to form a upper toluene layer to seal off the air from reaction bath in the lower later. 
The layer-by-layer growth mode still persists. The reaction takes place initially at the interface 
between toluene and aqueous solution. As the reaction proceeds, the silver ions diffuse upwards 
and generated silver nanoprisms gradually move downwards. Therefore, this reaction seems to 
be pressure sensitive although the pressure difference between the top and bottom of the 
reaction solution is very small. This view is strengthened by that fact that the bubbles are 
produced mainly on the outmost layer, but not in the depth of solution.  
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Reactions (5) and (6) can account for the bubble formation after induction period. 
Oxygen is expected to be the major component of the gaseous bubbles as the amount of citrate 
used is very small compared to that of hydrogen peroxide. 
 
↑+⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ 2222 22 OOHOH acesilversurf               (5) 
acetoneCOcitrate acesilversurfO +↑⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ 2][        (6)  
 
PVP can stabilize the bubbles. The dissolution of in-situ generated silver seeds will be hindered 
in presence of bubbles. The increase of viscosity caused by PVP can affect the diffusion of 
silver ions as well as silver nanoplates, slowing down the solution reaction. This can be the 
reason for the longer induction period in the presence of PVP. 
4.3.2.5   The role of citrate and Reaction Mechanism discussion 
Citrate is essential in producing silver nanoprisms. At ambient conditions, citrate is a 
very weak reductant. To reduce silver ions, citrate should be activated first. 
The silver seeds generated in-situ are expected to have the general properties of metal 
surfaces. It can stabilize the intermediates, such as radicals with high activities, resulting in 
lengthening the lifetimes of radicals.48-49 In the initial stage of the reaction, silver seeds are 
formed in-situ. These silver seeds are MTPs in nature. There are two concurrent processes 
taking place in the induction period. Silver seeds are dissolved by excessive hydrogen peroxide 
and the resulting silver ions are reduced back to silver seeds till all of the KBH4 are completely 
consumed as in the control experiment of using copper nitrate. These oxidizing and reducing 
cycles will bring in the silver-mediated conversion of the strong reductant into weaker 





rfacebysilversucatalysed •⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯             (7) 
)()(2 2 adatomOOHadatomOH
gneigbourin +⎯⎯⎯ →⎯•      (8)25, 74 
)()(2 2 adOadatomO
gneigbourin⎯⎯⎯ →⎯                                    (9) 
↑⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ 22 )( OadO nperbututio                                                 (9)’ 
 
DFT calculation showed that hydrogen peroxide cannot be stably adsorbed onto Ag 
(111), and it readily dissociates into two adsorbed hydroxyl radicals. DFT calculation also 
indicates that the silver atoms on the silver surface is partially ionized upon the adsorption of 
oxygen atoms or hydroxyl radicals, transferring electrons from silver surface atoms to adsorbed 
oxygen atoms. For Ag2O, the DFT calculation gives an oxygen charge of -0.756 e while each 
silver carries about +0.378 e. Mulliken population analysis suggests that the electron from 5s of 
silver is partially transferred to the 2p of oxygen. These ionized silver atoms will easily be 
solvated to hydrated silver ions forms and dissolved into the solution especially when the 
complex agents such as citrate ion are present. If no complex agents are present, the drive for 
this dissolution process is mostly by mixing entropy and the energy released from the hydrating 
of silver ions. If complex agents are present, complexing energy will contribute to this process 
too. This dissolution process is meaningful in shaping the silver nanoparticles. As we know, the 
silver seeds are in-situ produced after adding potassium borohydride which is one kind of 
strong reductants. These small seeds have been intensively investigated for many decades. 
Their structure is established as MTPs. The defects can be clearly seen around the C5 rotational 
axis, which facilitate the dissolution of silver by etchants due to the high internal stress in this 
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region. As discussed in Section 2 of Chapter 1, this unusual ripening process will result in the 
formation of single crystalline silver nanocrystals.  
Two neighboring adsorbed hydroxyl radicals can combine to produce one water 
molecule and one oxygen adatom, shown in Equation 8. Two neighboring oxygen adatoms will 
combine together to form oxygen molecules adsorbed on the silver surface (Equation 9). If 
there are other perturbations, such as lattice vibrations from silver or impact from solvent 
molecules, the weakly adsorbed oxygen molecules can be easily detached from the silver 
surface. Reaction (7)-(9) is the mechanism of Reaction (5). This process is well established in 
electrolysis of water on silver surfaces.34-37 The observed bubbles are from ensembles of these 
detached oxygen molecules. Reaction (5) dominates the fate of hydrogen peroxide after all of 
KBH4 are consumed while Reactions (1)-(2) dominate the fate of hydrogen peroxide in the 
induction period.  
 
)()(][ adcitratedehydrogenOHcitrate surfacesilveronadatomO +•⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯             (10) 
)(2
)(][ adcitratedehydrogenOHOHcitrate surfacesilveronadatomO +⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯•+         (11) 
 
Apart from the reaction between two neighboring adsorbed hydroxyl radicals, hydroxide 
radicals can also abstract hydrogen atom from active sites of citrate ions. For example, the α-H 
atoms are expected to be more active than other hydrogen atoms for abstraction reaction. This 
abstraction pathway is perhaps determined by the stability of the resulting radicals. In the above 
reactions (10) and (11), the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from citrate ions by oxygen adatoms 
or adsorbed hydroxyl radicals is slow and rate-determining. 
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As discussed above, oxygen anion and hydroperoxyl radicals are generated through 
surface-mediated reactions. Compared to hydroxyl radicals, oxygen anion radicals which are in 
equilibrium with hydroperoxide in Equation 12 are very stable73 so that these species can be 
accumulated in the induction period. This superoxide radical can be neutralized by H+ to 
produce the hydroperoxyl radicals which are very active, capable of initializing chain 
reactions.75-77 For example, the stabilized radical will then abstract hydrogen from citrate, and 
the resulting dehydrogenated citrate radicals can reduce silver ions. 
 
OOHHO •↔+• +−2    (12) 
 
In this period, the formed nanocrystals are resistive to dissolution by hydrogen 
peroxide due to the following reasons. First, the single crystal is more resistive to hydrogen 
peroxide etching compared to the MTP seeds. Secondly, the surfaces of silver single crystals 
are occupied not only by oxidative hydroxyl radicals but also by other more reductive ROSs, 
such as OOH radical and dehydrogenated citrate. In addition, the bubbles released in this period 
will also slow down the dissolution. All these factors make the crystal growth dominating at 
this stage. 
The adsorbed dehydrogenated citrate radicals reduce the adsorbed silver ions through 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism48, which is very sensitive to surface orientation.49 It is this 




Figure 4-11. Schematic plot of growth mechanism of silver nanoprisms in presence of citrate. 
We summarize the silver nanoprism growth mechanism in presence of citrate. First, 
small silver seeds are in situ formed. These silver seeds can catalyze the surface reactions. In 
the same while, the seeds can be dissolved by excessive hydrogen peroxide. In these cycles of 
forming and dissolution of silver seeds (induction period), the strong reductant of KBH4 is 
converted into milder reductants. After induction period, single crystals are first produced, and 
more resistant to the dissolution by hydrogen peroxide. The ROS are strongly adsorbed on the 
newly formed small single crystals, and initialize the nanoprism growth. This last process will 
be in detail investigated in chapter 7 theoretically. 
4.4    Conclusion: 
In this study, hydrogen peroxide is thoroughly explored to control the morphology of silver 
nanocrystals at ambient condition. Under suitable conditions designed in this study, nanoprisms 
are unambiguously produced. This condition is summarized as following: 
1. Strong reductant such as potassium borohydride initially produces the silver seeds, and 
is converted into milder reductant catalyzed by in situ generated silver seeds. 
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2. The compound containing active hydrogen should be provided. This compound can be 
activated by ROS and then converted into the milder reductants. 
Under this line, the other compounds with active hydrogen such as ethanol and PVP can replace 
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Chapter 5 Chemical Synthesis of Silver Nanoprisms and 




5.1   Introduction 
In the last chapter, hydrogen peroxide was identified as a key factor in the shape 
controlled growth of silver nanoprisms. However, reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by a 
combinaiton of hydrogen peroxide reactions are very complicated and difficult to identify.  We 
report in this chapter our attempt to isolate and study the role of oxygen in the shaping of 
nanocrystals by both chemical and electrochemical techniques. 
Although oxygen is omnipresent, its influence on the morphology of metal nanocrystals 
has not been widely studied except in polyol processes.1, 15 The role of oxygen is to act as 
etchants to MTP silver seeds at high temperatures to form nanocubes. We think oxygen is 
important in the shaping of nanoparticles and its role should be investigated because of the 
following reasons. Firstly, unlike the traditional reaction systems where the concentration of the 
reactants is high and the ratio of dissolved oxygen to reactants is low, the oxygen to reactants 
level is much higher in the preparation of nanocrytals.  For example, the solubility2 of oxygen in 
aqueous solution is about 0.25 mM while the concentration of silver nitrate is about 10-4 M in the 
preparation of nanoprisms under similar conditions.3-11 Secondly, the reaction time is very long 
in the preparation of nanoprisms3-4, 6, 9-12 with a constant supply of oxygen under ambient 
conditions. Thirdly, more and more results are beginning to speculate the role played by oxygen 
in the preparation of nanocrystals with special shapes.13-14 Fourthly, the solubility of oxygen is 
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much larger than the concentration of some functional agents used such as trace levels of iron 
ions15 and chloride ions1 in the polyol process.  
The use of seed mediated nanocrystal is a powerful method to prepare metal 
nanocrystals with specific shapes such as nanorod16-25, nanoprism22, 25-29 and nanocube22, 30. With 
the help of seeds, mild reductants can be chosen to reduce the metal ions on the surfaces of seeds 
in solution by avoiding the nucleation barrier. In this way, the subtle difference in work functions 
of low-index surfaces can be differentiated. L-ascorbic acid is a good choice as mild reductants 
because its redox potential can be tuned by adjusting the pH value in the range of several 
hundred millivolts.31 
It has been observed in the literature that different morphologies have been obtained for 
the same material prepared under the similar reaction conditions with little attempt to discuss the 
results in depth. For example, CTAB was used as a shaping agent to produce nanorods16-25 in the 
presence of saturated CTAB. Work by another group, however, produced silver nanodisks26-27 
using the same shaping agent under similar conditions. Furthermore, Mirkin’s group, using 
similar chemistry and reaction conditions, produced gold nanoprisms.28-29 This controversy has 
not been addressed and we believe it is due to a lack of understanding of the oxygen effect on 
morphology.  As we know, CTAB can trap air in unpredicted ways.  In this study, seed mediated 
crystals will be investigated without CTAB to simplify the system in order to focus on the 







5.2.         Experimental Section and Results 
5.2.1.        MTP silver seed mediated growth of nanoprisms 
5.2.1.1      Experimental details 
Preparation of silver seeds 
The preparation was carried out according to reference 18.  0.15 ml of freshly 
prepared 0.1 M potassium borohydride was added into a solution of 2.5 x 10-4 M silver nitrate 
and 3.75 x 10-4 M trisodium citrate under magnetic stirring. The stirring was stopped after 3 
mins and the reaction was left to stand for 2 hours. The seeds so formed must be used within 5 
hours. 
Preparation of buffer solutions 
Buffer solutions of different pH (A to E) were prepared as shown in the following 
table. 
 A B C D E 
0.1 M citric acid (ml) 2 1.5 1 0.5 0 
0.1 M trisodium citrate (ml) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
 
Preparation of growth bath 
1 ml of the silver seed solution was added into the 40 ml of 0.25 mM silver nitrate 
solution. This was divided into 5 test tubes containing different buffers as shown. 
 
Test Tube A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 
Base bath volume (ml) 8 8 8 8 8 
pH buffer 0.1 ml A 0.1 ml B 0.1 ml C 0.1 ml D 0.1 ml E 









5.2.1.2      Results 
5.2.1.2.1 pH effect 
 
 
Figure 5-1. UV-Vis spectra of resulting silver nanoparticles in various buffer solutions in 
ambient condition. Sample A1 (Buffer A: 0.1 M citric acid); Sample B1 (buffer B: 0.075 M 
citric acid and 0.025 M trisodium citrate); Sample C1 (Buffer C:  0.05 M citric acid and 0.05 M 
trisodium citrate); Sample D1 (Buffer D:  0.025 M citric acid and 0.075 M trisodium citrate); 
Sample E1 (Buffer E: 0.1 M trisodium citricate). 
 
There are several distinct UV-Vis absorption peaks for samples A1 to E1 as shown in 
Figure 5-1. The large peaks beyond 600 nm are assigned as the in-plane dipole SPRs of 
nanoprisms.1-2 This is supported by the shoulder peaks at around 336 nm which indicates the 
presence of nanoprisms. The SPR peaks located from 400-550 nm can be attributed to silver 
MTPs. It is observed that SPR peaks of silver MTP exhibit fine structures for sample A1 and 
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B1 which are produced at the lower pH value. The silver MTPs of sample A1 are around 50 nm 
in diameter as shown in Figure 5-2a.  For samples C1, D1 and E1, the SPR peaks lie between 
415-420 nm because they have smaller MTPs represented by sample E1 (see Figure 5-2b). This 
reduction in particle size is due to the increased reducing ability of the L-ascorbates to produce 
smaller MTPs as the pH increases. 
The in-plane dipole SPRs of nanoprisms blue shift significantly as the pH value in the 
buffer increases. The yield of nanoprisms is roughly expressed as the ratio between the in-plane 
dipole SPR of nanoprisms and the SPR of MTPs. The yield will decrease as the pH values of 
buffer increase. Furthermore, it is observed that the solution changes color faster as pH 
increases. This phenomenon can be also understood from the different species derived from L-
ascorbic acid as the pH increase. 
Sample A1 and E1 were selected to study the growth morphology.  The A1 
nanoprisms are about 80-100 nm in diameter with a thickness of about 15 nm as shown in 
Figure 5-2a. By contrast, the average size of A1 MTPs in this sample is about 50 nm in 
diameter. From the geometry of the nanoprisms and MTPs, it is estimated the volume ratio of a 
MTP to a nanoprism crystal in sample A1 is about 3:1. Therefore, the number of silver atoms in 
one MTP is about three times that in one nanoprism. This result suggests that the nanoprism 
growth is hindered compared to MTPs.  Compared to A1, the size of E1 nanoprisms is smaller 
with a diameter of about 40-55 nm. The thickness of the E1 nanoprisms cannot be easily 
measured but from the contrast in the TEM image, it is possible to deduce that the thickness of 
E1 is larger than sample A1. The result shows that the extent of anisotropy in crystal growth is 
reduced as the pH value increases. This is why the in-plane dipole SPR of E1 blue shifted so 
much compared to sample A1.  It is further observed that the size of silver MTPs in E1 also 
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decreased to about 35 nm. This is why a single peak around 420 nm is observed for these MTPs 
in sample E1. The yield of nanoprisms in sample A1 is higher than sample E1 as shown in 
Figure 5-2, in agreement with UV-Vis results.  
The [111] orientated surface of A1 nanoprism is confirmed by SAED as shown in 
Figure 5-2c.  C6 symmetry is shown by the diffraction spots. Beside the normal diffraction 
spots of [220], the forbidden 1/3[422] diffraction spots are also observed for the [111] zone.  
To further probe the influence of pH on formation of silver nanocrystals, a series of 
samples based on E1 was prepared by adjusting the pH value of L-ascorbic acid.  It was found 
that the in-plane dipole SPR of nanoprisms blue shifted further as the pH value of L-ascorbic 
acid increased to 7 as compared to E1.  Interestingly, no nanoprisms were formed at pH=10 as 
shown in Figure 5-3.  In a control experiment, it was found that ascorbate (pH=10) can directly 
reduce silver nitrate even when no silver seeds were added. These experiments show that the 
pH value should be low enough to produce nanoprisms. This is in contrast to photo induced 







Figure 5-2. TEM (JEOL 2010, 200KV, scale bar in a and b is 100 nm) image of sample A1 (a) 




Figure 5-3. UV-Vis spectrum of silver nanocrystals. The shapes of silver nanocrystals are 
mediated by the pH values of L-ascorbic acid. Red line represents the original ascorbic acid 
(formula as sample E1), black line represents the pH value of ascorbic acid is adjusted to 7, 
green line represents the pH value of ascorbic acid is adjusted to 10, blue line represents no 




5.2.1.2.2  Effect of oxygen 
To investigate the role of oxygen, the growth of seed mediated crystal was carried 
out in an inert atmosphere.  All of the solutions including L-ascorbic acid were degassed and 
sealed as shown in Figure 5-4. The seed was also prepared in an argon atmosphere. It was 
found that only asymmetrical single peaks appeared for all the samples as shown in Figure 5-5. 
These peaks are characteristic of the large silver MTPs. Furthermore, the pH blue shift of 
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dipole SPR as seen in Figure 5-1 are no longer observable. This result clearly shows that the 
oxygen is needed in the formation of nanoprisms under ambient conditions (see Figure 5-2) 
 
Figure 5-4. Schematic drawing of degassing experiment. 
 
Figure 5-5. The UV-Vis spectra of resulting silver nanoparticles in various buffer solutions in 
argon environment. Sample A2 (Buffer A: 0.1 M citric acid) ---black line; Sample B2 (buffer B: 
0.075 M citric acid and 0.025 M trisodium citrate) ---red line; Sample C2 (Buffer C:  0.05 M 
citric acid and 0.05 M trisodium citrate) ---green line; Sample D2 (Buffer D: 0.025 M citric 




Sample D2 was selected to study the morphology of silver nanoparticles formed in 
the absence of oxygen. Figure 5-6 shows that no nanoprisms were produced and the silver 
nanocrystals are multiple twinned. The average size of silver MTPs is about 40 nm in diameter. 
A decahedral MTP with 5-fold twin structure is shown in Figure 5-6, as indicated by electron 
diffraction pattern. 
 
   
 
Figure 5-6. TEM image of sample D2 (a) (scale bar is 20 nm); Single silver MTP selected for 
SAED (b) (scale bar 10 nm); Selected Area Electron diffraction (SAED) of single MTP(c). 
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5.2.2   Electrochemical growth of silver nanoplates under ambient conditions 
We demonstrated previously that oxygen is required to form silver nanoprisms in the 
presence of L-ascorbic acid.  In order to further understand the role of oxygen in the growth of 
nanoplates, electrochemical experiments were carried out in the absence of L-ascorbic acid to 
simplify the system.  
5.2.2.1   Electrodepositing of silver nanoplates 
Two silver nanostructures S-I and S-II were produced by the electroplating method at 
a constant current density of -1mA/cm2.   The working electrode was prepared by sputtering a 
silver layer (1 µm thick) on glass. A silver rod (99.999%, 1.5 mm diameter) was used as both 
the counter and reference electrode. The silver rod was cleaned in 50% nitric acid 
supersonically for 30 seconds to remove the oxide followed by rinsing with deinoized water 
before immersing into the electroplating bath.  
In the case of Sample S-I, 3 ml of 0.1 M citric acid was added into the 20 ml of plating 
bath containing 0.02 M silver nitrate. The pH of the bath was adjusted to ~ 8.5 by the addition 
of ammonia (25%).  For Sample S-II, the amount of citric acid was doubled without the 
addition of ammonia to give a pH of ~ 3.0. Sample S-I and S-II were repeatedly cleaned by 
deionised water and dried in an oven at 105 0C overnight. The morphology of the samples was 
examined by a JEOL-6700 FESEM instrument operating at 5 kV. The crystal phase was 
determined by powder X-ray diffraction (Siemens 5500) with a Cu Kα radiation. 
5.2.2.2   Results 
Silver nanoplates were successfully produced by the electroplating method. Figure 5-7 
shows that under the same current density, the potential range for S-I is 0-0.15 V (SHE) under 
weak basic conditions. For S-II, the potential range is 0-0.35 V (SHE) under acid condition. It 
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is further observed that the potential is not constant in these two samples. Interestingly, the 
potential in S-I tends to increase to positive potential range with time. 
 
 












Figure 5-8 clearly demonstrates the nanoplate morphology for samples S-I and S-II.  
The thickness of the nanoplates decreases from Sample S-I (90 nm to 500 nm) to Sample S-II 
(~50 nm). Most of silver nanoplates stand vertically on the substrate and are packed closely 
together. It should be noted that the the thickness of the Sample S-II nanoplates are much more 
uniform. Moreover, the silver nanoplates of Sample S-II are arranged in a heavily intertwined 
network structure with voids. This void nanostructure is likely to be useful in catalysis because 
of the high surface areas of reactive Ag (110).  Compared to the close and more stable surfaces 
such as Ag (111) and Ag (100), the Ag (110) is more open and active in reactions towards 
oxygen because oxygen molecules are more easily chemically adsorbed on Ag (110) surfaces. 
Figure 5-9 represents an XRD pattern of a Sample 1 film. It can be seen that the 
diffraction peaks at 38.220, 44.40, 64.60 and 77.520 and 81.50, 97.920, 110.70, 115.00 and 135.00 
correspond to (111), (200), (220), (311), (222), (400), (331), (420) and (422) lattice planes of 
f.c.c silver respectively (PDF file 04-0783). Further, a small peak around 35.80 indicates 
abnormal 1/3[422]fcc diffraction. Interestingly, this peak is equivalent to [004]4H for 4H silver 
structure (P63/mmc, 194, PDF No. 870598). This diffraction is forbidden for perfect f.c.c 
crystals. Although 1/3[422]fcc is always observed in SAED experiments for silver nanoprisms 
produced in solution due to the planar defects, it has not been observed by XRD previously. 
The ratio of I[422]/I1/3[422] is about 1.733. This result suggests that there are considerable stacking 
faults in packing along the 111 direction.  As for Sample 2, the [004]4H and [201]4H peaks are 
observed besides the normal f.c.c. structure. The ratio of I [422]/I1/3[422] decreases to nearly 1.0. 
Further, the peak around 1350 has very large intensity compared to 111. This means that [0 0 
12]4H contributes the 1350 peak beside the normal [4 2 2]fcc diffraction. These results suggest 
that the 4H (H.C.P.) packing sequences are much increased as compared to Sample 1. As we 
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know, the natural crystal form of H.C.P. crystals is platelet. The pattern in XRD shows (220) 
peaks in both samples are abnormally large compared to totally randomly distributed powder 
sample (PDF file 04-0783). This can be attributed to the well defined (110) orientation as 














Figure 5-9. XRD of electroplating silver nanoplates of sample 1 and sample 2 after corrected 





5.3       Discussion 
In this study, the oxygen can be chemically reduced by L-ascorbic acid or 
electrochemical reduced by external applied potential32-34 to form the OOH (ad) species. 
 
)(2 adOOHeOH ↔++ −+    (1) 
 
It is known that the above process is the rate determining step of the reduction of 
oxygen in the 2 e- pathway and surface sensitive. If the O2- is assumed to be the transition state 
as reported32, the activation barriers for Ag (111), Ag (100) and Ag (110) are shown to be 1.02-
1.21 eV, 0.78-0.925 eV and 0.105-0.305 eV respectively by our own DFT calculations to be 
discussed later.  Interestingly, this sequence of calculated activation barrier on low-index 
surfaces of silver coincides with the activation barrier measured by rotating ring single crystal 
Ag (hkl) electrode in basic conditions.33 The much higher barriers for close surfaces such as Ag 
(111), Ag (100) are plausible because the lateral interaction between charged species is larger 
than open surfaces such as Ag (110). This selectivity in producing OOH (ad) is the key factor in 
the formation of silver nanoprisms. The adsorbed OOH (ad) can block the active sites of silver 
surface or compete with silver ion to oxidise L-ascorbic acid, therefore decreasing the rate of 
depositing of silver atoms on Ag (110). This blocking effect can explain why the number of 
silver atoms in a nanoprism is three times less than in a MTP. We will show, in the theoretical 
part of this study, the reasons why the exposed (110) surfaces is important in the formation of 
nanoprisms. 
It is important to realize that the OOH (ad) species is stable only under suitable 
conditions. This species can either decompose to oxygen in alkaline environment or further 
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electrochemically reduce to water under a large overpotential through a 4 e- pathway.32 Alkaline 
condition is used in fuel cell32-33 to avoid the formation of hydrogen peroxide where reaction (1) 
is believed to be the rate determining step. In this study, it is found that silver nanoplates can be 
electrochemically formed under potential applied at 0.0-0.15 V (vs. SHE) and and 0.0-0.35 V (vs. 
SHE) in weak acid condition and weak basic solution. Whether in weak acid or weak basic 
condition, the applied potential falls within the hydrogen underpotential deposition region (Hupd: 
0<E<0.4v).35 It is observed that the underpotential electrodeposited H (ad) on Pt surfaces will 
transform 4 e- pathway to the 2 e- pathway.34, 36-37 It is expected that H (ad) on silver surfaces 
will facilitate the 2 e- pathway in the hydrogen underpotential deposition region. For chemical 
reduction of oxygen, strong reductants can also reduce it to water on the silver surfaces. This 
case is equal to the 4 e- pathway under the large overpotential in electrochemical method. The 
water molecules interact weakly with silver surfaces, resulting in no shape selection for the 4 e- 
pathway. This is why mild resuctants such as L-ascorbic acid is used in the formation of silver 
nanoprisms. In a strong alkaline environment, the OOH (ad) can be decomposed by OH- and 
oxygen is released as shown in reaction 1. Strong alkaline environment should therefore be 
avoided in the chemically preparation of silver nanoprisms. 
The pH of the system therefore has to be carefully adjusted for the following reasons: 
three fundamental effects on the formation of silver nanocrystals. Firstly, (i) the redox potential 
of L-ascorbic acid form was found to decrease as pH value increased.31 It is known that the 
concentrations of species such as H2A, HA-1 and A2- are systematically varied in L-Ascorbic acid 
(H2A) by change of pH value38.  More recently, the formal redox potential of 0 / 2 AHDE ,  
0
/ −HADE  
and 0 / 2−ADE (D represents the hydrated bicyclic form of dehydro-L-ascorbic acid) have been 
accurately measured as 0.39 V, 0.272 V and -0.062 V (NHE) respectively by polarography.39 In 
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fact, a small amount of potassium hydroxide was used to initialize the crystal growth after 
adding L-ascorbic acid in the traditional seed mediated growth of silver and gold nanocrystals.16-
29 
Secondly, concentration of H+ which controls both the redox pathway and the rate of 
reaction (1) is dependent on pH.  For electrochemical reduction of oxygen, this process has 
been throroughly investigated.32  We believe that reaction (1) is the key step in shaping the 
silver nanoplates by the electrochemical method or MTP seed mediated crystal growth of 
nanoprisms.  
Finally, the complexing capability of citrate can also be tuned by pH, resulting in a 
shift of redox potential of Ag/Ag+. However, this effect is very small in the pH range used in 
this work.40  
We can now throw some light on the controversy of different nanostructure shapes16-29 
produced in CTAB + L-ascorbic acid systems. This study clearly shows that normally silver 
MTPs and nanoprisms are formed under weak acidic or weak basic condition in the absence of 
CTAB. The ratio between silver MTPs and nanoprisms strongly depends on the presence of 
oxygen molecules and the pH of the growth bath.  It has been reported that when CTAB is 
present, the silver MTPs act as nuclei to grow silver nanorods under a soft CTAB template.16-18 
This is why silver nanorods can be produced.  We believe that if the pH was low enough and 
excessive oxygen was trapped by CTAB26-27 or additional oxygen brought in by the process of 
multiple steps seed mediated crystal growth28-29, large portion of nanoprisms would be 
produced.  Moreover, in systems containing CTAB, the pH value is not uniform because KOH 
is used to activate the nanocrystal growth.  All these reasons go some way to explain why some 
groups reported formation of nanoprisms26-29 while other groups produced nanorods16-25. 
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5.4     Conclusion: 
Oxygen is required in the preparation of silver nanoprisms by traditional seed mediated 
crystal growth method.  In general the size and form of silver nanocrystals strongly depend on 
the pH of the growth bath. The in-plane dipole SPR of nanoprisms undergoes a blue shift as the 
pH value of growth bath increases. The pH dependence in silver nanoprisms formation is 
strongly related to the chemically or electrochemically reduction of oxygen in reaction (1). The 
shape selection stems from the lower activation barrier of Ag (110) to produce OOH (ad). 
We have also demonstrated that silver nanoplates with large surface areas are routinely 
prepared by electroplating. This nanostructure is very special in that the less stable Ag (110) 
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Chapter 6   Perfect single crystal of clean gold nanoprisms with 
tunable size 
 
6.1     Introduction 
Plate form of gold and silver nanostructures was previously observed in the 
evaporatives in inert gas1-4 and hydosol5-8 with MTPs as main products. Various methods9-28 for 
preparing nanoprisms in solution with a high yield has been developed in recent years. 
However, the mechanism of nanoprism formation is not clear. Physically speaking, the plate 
formation from f.c.c crystals is an unusual phenomenon due to its incongruity with the 
underlying point group symmetry of f.c.c.. This inconsistency has not been heeded except for 
one work on perovskite crystal crystals.29 For platelet formation from f.c.c. metals, the planar 
defaults, such as twins are believed to be present as famous tabular silver halide crystals in 
photography.30-31 This theory is prevalent because of two evidences. Experimentally, abnormal 
1/3[422] forbidden diffraction spots were observed in selected area electron diffraction (SAED). 
9-22, 30 Theoretically, it was known that the planar default formation requires little energy for fcc 
metals.32-33  
Furthermore, these stacking faults are believed to play a critical role in nanoplates 
formation.30-31, 34 However, the observed planar defaults from SAED cannot resolve whether 
they exist natively or produced in-situ by the irradiation of intensive electron beam in TEM 
experiment. Further, the idea of planar defaults does not provide any insight on the chemistry 
of existing synthetic methods. 
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Although all of the planar defects are confirmed by the forbidden 1/3[422] reflection in 
electron microscopy, the planar defects were not observed by powdered X-Ray Diffraction 
which is less disruptive to samples. Pure gold nanoprisms are desirable to judge if native planar 
defects are present. At present, many methods were developed to prepare gold nanoprisms. For 
example, PVP16, 27-28, biological20-22 and CTAB9c and 9d methods can produce the gold nanoplates. 
However, PVP and CTAB and biological molecules are difficult to be removed from the 
resulting gold nanoplates. These contaminated or passivated gold nanoplates are not suitable 
for some applications. Traditionally, citrate gold method can prepare plate form gold by 
boiling.5, 8 However, the yield of nanoplates is not high enough. The presence of gold MTPs 
will complicate the powdered XRD analysis. In this study, a new preparation method was 
developed to prepare gold nanoprisms with high purity. This method is based on traditional 
citrate gold system. Additional hydrogen peroxide is added to make pure gold nanoplates under 
254 nm UV irradiation in ambient condition. In this study, solid evidence will be given to show 
that the planar defects such as stacking faults and twins are not inherent in the sample but are 
generated in situ by electron beam irradiation under electron microscopy. 
6.2     Experimental section 
Preparation of pH buffer 
Give buffer solutions (A to E) were prepared as shown in the following table. 
 A B C D E 
0.1 M citric acid (ml) 2 1.5 1 0.5 0 
0.1 M trisodium citrate (ml) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
 
Preparation of growth bath solutions 
In 5 test tubes, growth bath solutions were prepared as shown in the following table. 
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Test Tube A B C D E 
0.8mM HAuCl4 volume 
(ml) 
10 10 10 10 10 
pH buffer 0.1 ml A 0.1 ml B 0.1 ml C 0.1 ml D 0.1 ml E 
Freshly prepared 10 
mM H2O2(ml) 
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
 
 
The test tubes with different growth bath solutions were illuminated for 35 minutes 
under 254 nm with 8 W light source (Spectroline® Model CX-20). 
Samples were tabled overnight and the deposits were collected and dried in a desiccator 
for FESEM (JEOL 6701F) observation. JEOL 6701F was operated at 5 kV. The sample A was 
prepared by scaling up to 40 ml and about 5 mg dried sample A was obtained for powered XRD 
(SIEMENS 5005) 
6.3        Experimental Results and discussion 
6.3.1     Tunable size 
The peaks located from 535 nm to 556 nm come from the gold MTPs and in-plane 
quadrupole modes of SPR from gold nanoprisms as shown in Figure 6-1 b. These peaks have 
no fine structures, suggesting that the more rounded icosahedrons gold nanocrystals are present 
instead of decahedral nanocrystals of gold.35 
It was found that the in-plane dipole modes of SPR peaks move to NIR side for larger 
hexagonal nanoprisms shown in the simulated spectra shown in Figure 6-1b. This explains why 
only one peak was observed for Samples A to D in 300-1100 nm range. From the trend of in-
plane dipole SPRs in Figure 6-1a, it clearly shows that they blue-shift as pH value of growth 
bath increases. For Sample E, the in-plane dipole SPR moves to 1080 nm which can be 
identified. This blue-shift was also observed in seed-mediated growth of silver nanoprisms 
discussed in last chapter. Further, it was observed that the color of the solution changes faster 
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as pH increases. This phenomenon was also observed in silver nanoprisms formation in last 
chapter.  
Samples A and E were selected to study their morphology. It was found that the 
hexagonal nanoprisms are the main product for these two samples. Figure 6-2a shows that pure 
gold nanoprisms can be obtained after simple separation of Sample A. The average size of gold 
nanoprisms in diameter is about 1.5 µm. The thickness was determined to be 24 nm using AFM 
(shown later). The gold nanoprisms in Sample E were found to be smaller in size (500 nm in 
diameter), but thicker (42 nm in thickness) as shown in Figure 6-2b. Small amount of gold 
isocahedrons can also be seen in Figure 6-2 b. The yield of nanoprisms in Sample A is higher 
than that of Sample E, shown in Figure 6-2a and b. This result can be further confirmed by the 




















Figure 6-1. a), the UV-Vis spectra of resulting gold nanocrystals in various buffer solutions 
under 254 nm light irradiation at 30 0C. Samples A, B, C, D, and E without seperation; b), the 




In the simulation spectra as shown in Figure 6-1b, the peak intensity around 556 nm 
increases with larger size, contrasted by reverse tendency of peak around 556 nm in Figure 6-1a, 
which suggests MTPs contribute more and more to SPR around 556 nm from sample A to E 
because larger nanoprisms were produced under lower pH value. The yield of nanoprisms 
expressed as the ratio between the in-plane dipole SPR of nanoprisms and SPR of MTPs 
decreases as the pH values of buffer increase. 
Table 6-1. The induction times of Samples A-E at about 30 0C 
Sample No. A B C D E 
Induction 
time(min.) 






Figure 6-2. FESEM images of sample A with 24 nm thick (a) and E (b) with 42 nm thick. 
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Figure 6-3.  a), the plot of the UV-Vis extinction peak at 313 nm versus time (Sample A at 22 
0C); b), the UV-Vis spectrum of Sample A at 22 0C; c), the plot of the resistance in growth bath 
versus time (Sample A at 30 0C). 
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In the growth of gold nanocrystals, the color of the solution changes from light yellow 
to colorless and red or purple as a function of time. The induction time (IT) is defined as the red 
or purple color first appearance in the nanocrystal formation under 254 nm light irradiation. 
Table 6-1 shows that the induction time decreases as pH value increases. Sample A was taken 
to probe the reaction process. The peak at 313 nm attributable to AuCl4- species36 follows the 
concentration change of auric acid. In Region IT1, It is the color gradually fades away. After 
IT1, there is plateau of IT2. In this region, the color changes little. After the overall induction 
period of IT, the absorption suddenly increases. The disproportional reaction (2) is a possible 
explanation of the jumping in UV-Vis absorption. However, this mechanism cannot explain 
why the intensity of 313 nm after IT is higher than that at t=0. This abnormality should be 
resulted from the scattering interference from resulting gold nanocrystals. This jump in 
intensity correlates with rapid formation of gold nanocrystals after induction time. To 
supplement the UV-Vis results of the reaction process, the conductivity of the growth solution 
was monitored using AC impedance. In the case of sample A, the conductivity contributed by 
citrate can be ignored due to acid condition and the increasing of acidity as the reaction 
proceeds. Increasing in the activity coefficient of chloride ions as well as lowering in pH as 
reaction proceeds is expected to raise the conductivity of the growth bath, shown in Reaction 
(1). The production of hydrogen ions and chloride ions in Reaction (1) can be related to the 
sharp decrease of resistivity in growth bath in Region IT1, which is indeed consistent with the 
rapid fading of the solution color in Figure 6-3a. In the IT2 region, it seems that the 
disproportional reaction (2) dominates. However, it is a slow reaction36 due to in absence of 
gold nuclei in this period. The resulting auric acid will be quickly consumed by Reaction (1). 
Combining the slow Reaction (2) and fast reaction (1) gives Reaction (3). Therefore, there is no 
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net change in the concentration of HAuCl4 as shown in the plateau of Figure 6-3a. Only one 
mole of chloride ions are produced from the reaction (3). In Figure 6-3c, it is also noticed that 
the slope in Region IT2 is much smaller than that in Region IT1. However, the reaction in 
Region IT2 will not influence the morphology selectivity as it is a solution reaction, not a 
surface reaction. This is supported by the fact that there is no absorption beyond 500 nm before 
35 minutes (the endpoint of IT2) as shown in Figure 6-3b.  
After induction period IT, the small gold nuclei are formed. In this growth region, it 
was found that there is no distinct peak located about 520 nm which is the characteristic peak 
of small spherical form of gold particles in the 40 minutes curve of Figure 6-3b. This result 
suggests that the gold nanoprisms are not developed from spherical gold seeds in contrast to the 
gold nanoprisms produced from the seed-mediated crystal growth.9c, 9d 
 
−+ ++⎯⎯ →⎯+ ClHAuCleHAuCl 324    (1) 
+++⎯⎯ →⎯− HacetoneCOeCOOHCHCOOHOHCHOOCCH 434))(( 222  (1)’ 
4
023 HAuClAuClHAuCl +⎯→⎯++ −+   (2) 
−+⎯→⎯+ ClAueAuCl 0     (3) 
 
citratedehydrogenAusurfaceAucitrate +⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ 0  (4) 
 
Comparing Figure 6-3a and c clearly indicates that lowering in growth temperature 
makes the the induction time become much longer. 
Ferns et. al prepared gold nanoparticles by boiling the mixed solution of auric acid and 
trisodium citrate.8 The ratio of HAuCl4 and trisodium citrate was found to affect the size and 
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even the morphology of the resulting nanoparticles. However, the mechanism for this effect 
was not clear. Recently, it was reported that there are two reaction pathways in this system, 
which can be switched from one to other by changing pH. 37 The switch point is pH = 6-2-6.5. 
In the lower pH range, the pathway consists of three steps: nucleation, random attachment to 
polycrystalline nanowires and smoothing of the nanowires by ripening. In the higher pH range, 
the traditional nucleation and growth mode dominates. However, even in Sample A with the 
lowest pH, the traditional nucleation and growth is observed as shown in Figure 6-3a and c. In 
our study under ambient condition with 254 nm light irradiation, the gold nanoprisms are the 
main product for the whole pH range. The pH value only influences the size and yield of the 
resulting nanoprisms.  
6.3.2   Structure investigation 
Self assembled monolayers of AcS(CH2)12Sac were prepared by immersing gold on 
silicon plate(1cm x 1cm) in the ethanol solution of AcS(CH2)12SAc overnight.38 This clean 
SAMs covered gold plate was immersed in the sample A solution which was supersonically 
stirred. The gold nanoplates were self assembled on the flat SAM surface. After cleaning and 
drying, the thickness of gold nanoplates was determined using AFM. Height image in Figure 6-
4 shows that the thickness is about 24 nm for Sample A. The surface of gold nanoprisms is very 





Figure 6-4. Thickness determination by AFM (nanoscope IIIa, Vecco). 
 
The main product of Sample A was found to be hexagonal nanoprism in FESEM, 
shown in Figure 6-2. However, some triangle gold nanoprisms were observed in the TEM and 
AFM experiments. The only difference in preparation of FESEM, TEM and AFM samples lies 
in the higher concentration of gold nanocrystals for FESEM. No concentrating process was 
taken for TEM and AFM sample preparation. It is interesting to note that triangle gold 
nanoprisms are mainly produced in multistep seed mediated in CTAB.9c, 9d 
In Figure 6-5a, the contrast pattern in the single particle shows that there is strain (in 
black stripes) due to the buckling characteristics of thin sheets. This stress induced patterns 
were found in almost all gold nanosheets16, 20, 22, 24, and 28 with sufficiently large sizes. Slow 
oxidation of silver nanoprisms was reported to be a possible origin of the bending contours 
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observed by electron microscopy.13 For the more inert gold, the oxidation mechanism seems 
impossible. When the gold thin and soft nanoplate is on rough carbon coated Formvar surface 
supported on copper grid, electron beam induced thermomechanical effect is one alternative 
explanation.24b Actually, the bending contours are seldomly observed in FESEM due to the 
image contrast resulting from surface secondary electrons. Sometimes the thin and soft gold 
nanoplates can be melted by electron beams in FESEM experiments (5 KeV electrons) as 
shown in Figure 6-6. The [111] orientated surface is further confirmed by SAED pattern. In the 
electron diffraction as shown in Figure 6-5 b, C6 symmetry can be found in all of the diffraction 
spots. Beside the strong diffraction spots of [220], the forbidden 1/3[422] diffraction spots were 
observed as well. This abnormal diffraction can be identified in various parts of a nanoplate, 
and in every gold nanoplates investigated. This result shows that the 3m±1 effect from perfect 








Figure 6-5. a), TEM image of one single crystal gold nanoprism selected for SAED experiment; 






Figure 6-6 The FESEM image of gold nanospheres covered by melting membrane of gold 
produced from thin gold nanoplates prepared by MSA in place of citric acid. 
 
These planar defects in silver and gold nanoprisms were further invoked to explain the 
nanoprism formation mechanisms.30-31, 34 Although abnormal reflection of 1/3[422] was 
observed in all the studies of silver9a, 9b, 10-14 and gold9c, 9d, 16, 18-22 and 30 nanoplates by SAED, the 
question of whether these stacking faults are native or generated in-situ in the SAED 
experiments still remains. XRD experiments were carried out to study the origin of these planar 
defects. Sample A was chosen for this study. A dry sample of 5 mg with nearly 100% gold 
nanoplates after simple separation was used for this purpose, shown in Figure 6-2a. This high 
purity excludes the influence of MTPs usually observed in other preparing methods5, 8, 9c and 9d. 
There is no chemical contamination in Sample A compared to PVP16, 27-28, biological20-22 or 
CTAB9c, 9d assisted methods. The absence of chemical contaminations may prevent the 
possibility of heating gold nanoplates by X-rays. Figure 6-9 shows that only CO2 absorption 
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can be identified, which may be attributable to CO2 trapped in blank KBr. The XRD spectrum 
with high S/N was obtained and shown in Figure 6-7.  
 
Figure 6-7. Powdered XRD of gold nanoprisms of sample A, Cu Kα, This spectrum is processed 
by Cu Kα2 stripping without any smooth processing (Si (111) as substrate). 
 
In addition to PDF 00-001-1174 (gold) and 00-027-1402(silicon), the small peaks at 
28.4740 and 94.9890 can be assigned to silicon (111) and (511). The appearance of (511) is due 
to a small deviation of the single crystal Si (111) from the sample holder plane. The remaining 






Figure 6-8. Simulated XRD powdered spectrum. X-ray wavelength 1.5418 angstrom (Cu Kα1), 
Instrumental broadening: PSEUDO-VOIGT model. 
 
Figure 6-9. IR spectrum of sample A. 
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Compared to PDF 00-001-1174, Figure 6-7 shows that the sample is a little (111) 
oriented. Figure 6-2a also shows that gold nanoplates are not randomly oriented, and many the 
platelets lie parallel to the supporting surface. 
 
Table 6-2. The information of related peaks of Figure 6-7. 
2θ(0) D(angstrom) Height(counts) Miller index 
35.985    2.49377       78.4 1/3[422] 
38.210    2.35346    29604.4 [111] 
136.1      0.831 1718.6 [422] 
 
The very small intensity located at 35.9850 can be seen in the inset of Figure 6-7. To 
exclude the orientation effect, R=I [422]/I1/3[422] is defined to show the ratio of planar defects. For 
Sample A, The Rexp value is estimated to be 21.9. This large value indicates that the gold 
nanoplates are single crystals. 
To further understand the XRD spectrum in Figure 6-7, XRD spectrum of perfect gold 
nanoplates were modeled by Diffax.39 Unit cell (a=2.874 Ǻ) b=2.874 Ǻ c=7.0391 Ǻ (three 
layers) β=120.0) of gold nanoplates was mathematically constructed in <111> direction with 
ABC packing. These unit cell parameters were obtained from experimental results shown in 
Figure 6-7. In A-B plane, 2500x2500 units are included, resulting in an edge length about 0.72 
µm, which is comparable to that of nanosheets shown in Figure 6-2a. In fact, the edge length 
was found not to have significant effects on the XRD pattern in 500-1500 nm range. The 
nanoplate was constructed with 100 layers of the (111) surface with a thickness of 23.5 nm. 
This thickness is similar to the value of 24 nm determined in AFM experiments. Figure 6-8 
gives the simulated powdered XRD spectrum. The R value is estimated to be 15.2. However, 
the number of (111) layers is not always fixed. The 1/3[422] diffraction is forbidden only for 
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3m layer due to extinction requirement. We relaxed the layer number around 100. For example, 
for an even distribution of 99, 100 and 101 layers, the 100- and 101-layer nanosheets contribute 
equally to I1/3[422] while 99-layer nanocrystal cannot produce any I1/3[422]. After this correction, 
the R value was about 22.9. This Rsim is consistent with the experimental R value (21.9). This 
result suggests the small peak at 35.9850 in Figure 6-7 is originated from the perfect f.c.c. 
crystals with the naturally terminated 3m±1 layers. 
To further understand the planar stacking fault generated in-situ in the TEM 
experiment, The SAED was simulated and the concentration of spots on the photographic film 
is listed in Table 6-3. As discussed above, Figure 6-5b suggests that the planar defects do not 
come from naturally teminated layers because 1/3[422] forbidden diffraction spots exist for 
every single gold nanoplates investigated. The simulated density of diffraction spots on 
photographic paper as shown in Table 6-3, consistent with Figure 6-5 b. 
The bending contour shown in Figure 6-5a and the 1/3[422] forbidden diffraction 
spots in Figure 6-5b are attributable to the electron heating effect. For small gold nanocrystals, 
it was found that their structures are mobile brought about by electron irradiation in 1/30 
seconds and even can be videotaped in small gold nanocrystals.40-43 It was noted that irradiation 
damage is inevitable under HRTEM condition with strong electron beam irradiation.44 Electron 
beams in TEM can in-situ change the carbon soots into diamonds.45 Phase transition from h.c.p. 
to f.c.c. could be induced by intensive electron beams.46 The electron beam induced damage 
effect includes direct knock down, radiolytic or ionization loss and electron beam heating 
effect.43 Further, the buckling effect and melting phenomena were observed in this study as 
well. In SAED experiments, the electron flux is estimated to be 105-107 Ǻ-2s for the electron 
emitter gun focusing on a small area (170 µA, 1µmx1µm spot with tunable brightness). These 
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invasive properties of electron beams in TEM experiment are ignored in previous analysis of 
SAED experiment about 1/3[422]. 
Table 6-3. Simulation* of SAED of sample A with planar defects**. 
Index Intensity(counts) Density of diffraction spots on Photographic 
paper*** 
220 1586   3.2 
422 281.6  2.45
440 151.2   2.2 
1/3[422] 1.87  0.27
*The instrumental parameters and unit cell parameters are same as XRD simulation 
**For a Sequence: 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
2 3 1 2 3 
*** Density on Photographic paper ∝ log (intensity) 
 
In the vacuum environment, the pathway to dissipate this additional heat will be 
through the supported TEM grid. The thermal stress will be generated under electron beam 
irradiation for the substrate with poor thermal conductivity. This is why bending contour 
appears in Figure 6-5a. It is also possible to in-situ generate the stacking fault due to small 
energy of formation of the stacking fault in gold. The depression of melting points of small 
nanoparticles is one of the early findings which provide impetus for nanoscience. However, the 
physics of plate form nanocrystals is not well established due to their anisotropic dimensions. 
However, this idea of surface melting is conclusively supported by investigation of gold 
nanoplate thermal stability.24a and b It was found that the gold nanoplate can disintegrate at about 
450 0C which is much lower than the melting point of bulk gold (1064 0C). This result clearly 
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demonstrated that the gold atoms in thin gold nanoplates are mobile enough even at low 
temperatures. 
6.4    Conclusions 
A new preparation method was provided to produce gold nanoplates under 254 nm irradiation 
in presence of hydrogen peroxide. Under our experimental condition, hydrogen peroxide is 
decomposed into 2 hydroxyl radicals in presence of 254 nm irradiation. These in situ produced 
active hydroxyl radicals are surface sensitively adsorbed onto the gold surface, which bring 
about the surface sensitive reaction on gold surface. The sizes of these nanoplates can be tuned 
by adjusting the pH of the growth bath. At lower pH, the gold nanoplates were obtained with a 
nearly 100% purity after simple separation. The powdered XRD spectrum for this sample does 
not support the view30-31, and 34 that stacking faults will facilitate the formation of plate form. On 
the contrary, the gold nanoplates are found to be single crystal in nature only with naturally 
terminated 3m±1 layers. Planar defects observed in SAED experiment in gold nanoplates were 
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7.1       Introduction 
The formation mechanism of silver and gold nanoprisms has been intriguing us since 
the discovery of silver triangular nanoprisms by light irradiation.1, 2 Physically speaking, the 
plate formation from f.c.c. crystals is an unusual phenomenon due to its incongruity with the 
underlying point group symmetry of f.c.c. This inconsistency has not yet been heeded except 
one work on perovskite crystal crystals.3 For platelet formation from f.c.c. metals, the planar 
defaults, such as twins are believed to be present as famous tabular silver halide crystals in 
photography.4, 5 This theory is prevalent because of two evidences. Experimentally, abnormal 
1/3[422] forbidden diffraction spots were observed in selected area electron diffraction 
(SAED).1-2, 4, 6-16 Theoretically, it was known that the planar default formation requires little 
energy for f.c.c. metals.17 However, the observed planar defaults from SAED cannot resolve the 
issue if these planar defaults exist natively or produced in-situ by the irradiation of intensive 
electron beam in TEM. Further, the idea of planar defaults does not provide any insight on the 
chemistry of existing synthetic methods. Our XRD studies in last chapter have casted serious 
doubt on the role of the stacking faults in formation mechanism of gold nanoprisms and found 
that the stacking faults shown in the SAED are produced in-situ in the process of TEM 
observation. 
Only low indexed surfaces are investigated for the following reasons. Firstly, all of the 
surfaces we have experimentally observed in this study are only 111, 110 and 100 surfaces of 
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silver and gold. Secondly, the surface energy of high indexed surfaces of silver and gold is so 
high that silver and gold nanocrystals with high miller indexed surfaces are energetically 
unstable. Thirdly, the mobility of silver and gold atom on high index surfaces in solution at 
ambient condition is higher than Pt18 such as Pt (730), Pt (210) and Pt (310) so that high index 
surfaces of gold and silver surfaces are dynamically unstable. Therefore, only 111, 100 and 110 
surfaces are theoretically considered for silver and gold nanocrystals in this study. 
There are two kinds of assignments of the side planes of nanoprisms. In the early 
studies of silver nanodisks, the twin grooves or twin ridges resulted from 111 twin planes were 
observed19. The nanodisks are assumed to be composed of 111 and 100 surfaces. However, Ag 
(110) surfaces are unequivocally evidenced by HRTEM images in silver nanoprisms by 
carefully orienting the side planes vertically.1, 2 Thus, 111 and 110 surfaces are used to 
construct the triangle and hexagonal nanoprisms in this study. 
Specific interaction of citrate with Ag and Au (111) surfaces is another popular view 
in explaining the anisotropic growth of silver and gold nanoplates.20 Electroadsorption of 
anions is one of the main areas in modern surface electrochemistry.21-39 In general, the surface 
coverage increases with the augment of applied potential in the potential range of negative to 
PZC. There are several studies carried out for citrate adsorption on gold electrodes.40-43 At 
potentials positive to PZC, citric acid deprotonates and forms an η2 bonded carboxylate 
adsorbate, with a characteristic IR absorbance at around 1390 cm-1.43 Till now, there is no 
report on specific adsorption of citrate ions without applying the potential to silver electrodes. 
The citrate adsorption on colloid silver surfaces44 was tentatively proposed to involve two 
carboxylates on silver colloids. However, it is a convenient model as the author called due to 
lack of solid experimental results to support this binding model. Moreover, even if the specific 
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adsorption of citrate ions on Ag and Au (111) surfaces occurs, it may not lend any help in 
deliberation of the anisotropic growth of silver and gold nanoprisms. It is known that Ag or Au 
(111) grows naturally slowest due to its lowest surface energy compared to other crystal 
orientations. This is the reason why MTPs are the usually observed shapes for silver and gold 
nanocrystals in vacuum 44-46 or in solution.48-54 The more relevant issue is to understand the 
appearance of the less stable Ag and Au (110) in the nanoprisms. Further experiments showed 
that citrate ions are not essential or necessary to produce silver nanoprisms by Xia12-13, 55 and 
our work in chapter 4 of this thesis. The blocking effect of target molecules such as PVP and 
citrate on Au (111) and Ag (111) is asserted to be the determining factor. It was found that the 
target molecules such as PVP and citric acid are only weakly adsorbed on silver and gold 
surfaces. The adsorption energies of these molecules with close shell electronic configurations 
are only at the same level as water adsorption on these surfaces. This fact drives us to find other 
alternative explanation for the formation mechanisms of silver and gold nanoprisms. From the 
experimental work in this thesis, it was shown that the ROS can actually play critical role in the 
shape controlling of silver and gold nanocrystals. For example, ROS is chemically initialized 
by hydrogen peroxide studied in chapter 4. ROS is formed by chemically or electrochemically 
reducing oxygen investigated in chapter 5. Hydroxyl radicals are in-situ prepared by UV 
irradiation of hydrogen peroxide in chapter 6. Actually ROS can strongly adsorb onto the silver 
and gold surfaces due to open-shell electronic structure, being further stabilized by metal 
surfaces. Moreover, ROS absorption on silver and gold surfaces is surface sensitive. In other 
words, absorption energy of ROS on silver and gold surfaces depends on surface orientation. 
Sometimes, ROS such as hydroxyl radicals on gold surfaces are still active in initializing the 
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further reactions. In this case the blocking effect is not enough to explain the crystal growth. 
Thus, a detailed understanding on the actual reaction pathway is desirable. 
7.2       Computational Methods 
The calculation of surface energy and modelling of gold atom diffusion on terraces 
and over edges were carried out using ab initio density-functional theory (DFT) CASTEP 
package, where we employed the generalized gradient approximation GGA (RBPE) 56 for the 
exchange correlation functional. Ionic core was represented by ultrasoft pseudopotential57 with 
320 eV cut-off energy. The number of valence electrons is 11. The wave functions were 
expanded in plane waves with an energy cutoff of 280 eV. We use k-point meshes for the 
Brillouin-Zone (BZ) integration.58 A Gaussian function was used with a temperature 
broadening parameter of kBTel =0.034 eV to accelerate SCF convergence and the total energy 
was extrapolated to zero temperature.  The slab model with 15 Ǻ thick vacuum layer was used 
to model the gold surfaces.  
The calculation of adsorption energy of citric acid on gold surfaces and reaction 
pathway were carried out by ab initio density-functional theory (DFT) DMol3 package, where 
we used the generalized gradient approximation GGA (RBPE) 56 for the exchange correlation 
functional. Au atom was treated by Semi-core Peseudopots (DSPP) with 11 valence electrons. 
All electrons calculation was carried out for elements such as C, H, and O. The double 
numerical basis set plus a polarization D-function (DND) was used for all of the non-hydrogen 
elements.59 The maximum angular momentum function used in the multipolar representation of 
the charge density is octupole. The real space cut off for integration is 4.0 angstrom. A 
Gaussian function was used with a temperature broadening parameter of kBTel =0.00125 Ha to 
accelerate SCF convergence for all of the system containing Au (100), Au (110) and Au (111) 
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and the total energy is extrapolated to zero temperature for investigation of adsorption on gold 
surfaces.  The slab model with 15 Ǻ thick vacuum layer was built to model the gold surfaces.  
LST/QST was used to find the transition states. Except in the cases of the gold atom 
diffusion on terraces or edges, the found transition states should be optimized along the 
imagery mode by minimizing the energy along all of the other modes. After optimized, the 
transition state should be further tested by normal analysis. However, normal analysis of total 
atoms demands large computational resources for surface problems. Partial Hessian method 
was instead taken to analyse the vibration modes of interested species. Fortunately, gold 
surfaces behave as catalyst, which makes it possible to just analyse the vibration modes of 
adsorbed species. 
7.3  Computational results and discussions 
7.3.1      Surface free energy 
The surface energy calculation was carried out using ab initio density-functional 
theory (DFT) CASTEP package. 7x7x1, 5x7x1 and 8x8x1 k-point meshes were generated for 
Au(100), Au(110) and Au(111), respectively, for the Brillouin-Zone (BZ) integration, which 
yields 25, 18 and 32 k-points in the irreducible part of the BZ. The slab model with 15 Ǻ thick 
vacuum layer with 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 layers of 1x1 unit cell was employed to model the gold 
surfaces. The optimized lattice parameter is 4.239 Ǻ. The gold atoms are allowed to relax to the 
equilibrium state. The total energy can be expressed as 
En=2A σ+N Ebulk   (1) 
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Where A is the unit cell area, σ is the surface energy, N is the number of gold atoms 
equal to the layer number for 1x1 meshes, Ebulk is the bulk energy which can be calculated by 
optimizing the f.c.c. unit cell separately. 
The small SDs in the linear fitting for all the gold surfaces suggest that the total energy 
can be linearly decomposed into two parts as shown in Equation (1).  The Ebulk calculated by 
linear fitting according to the Equation (1) from Au (111), Au (100) and Au (110) are nearly 
equal to -913.875 eV which was calculated from the optimized f.c.c. cell. This result shows that 
the Ebulk is independent of any specified surfaces, and further confirms the applicability of 
Equation (1). The sequence of surface energy shown in table 7-1 was found to be σAu (111) < σAu 
(110) < σAu (100). The deviation is from the calculation scheme of RPBE used here. 
Table 7-1. Summary of the calculated energy (eV) of by slab method. 
layers 4 6 8 10 12 Ebulk      σ SD***
Au(111) -3654.994 -5482.751     -7310.518 -9138.278 -10966.047 -913.882 0.55J/m2 
 
0.003 
Au(100) -3654.752 -5482.546 -7310.343 -9138.111 -10965.892    -913.892 0.72J/m2
 
0.01 
Au(110) -3654.408      -5482.162 -7309.934 -9137.679 -10965.447 -913.880  0.70 J/m2 0.007 
 
***SD (standard deviation) 
 
For growth in equlibrium, the morphology is constructed from Wulff plot as shown in 
the Figure 7-1. It was observed that the dominated surface of the nanocrystals is Au (111) while 
Au (100) is only minor. As σAu (111) /σAu (100) = 0.764, which is in the range of 0.577 to the 
1.732, the general form should be cuboctahedral according to the discussion in Chapter 1, This 
shape was indeed observed experimetally in the preparation of gold nanocrystals with Oh 
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symmetry using the high temperature polyol process.60 However, The controlling factor is 
ration between the silver and gold ion concentrations. silver atoms was found to mainly reside 
on outer layer of gold nanocrystals in this process. This implies that the underlying growth 
mechanism is the same as the polyol preparation of silver nanocubes where the ethching 
process of O2/Cl- plays a critical role in selective growth of silver nanocubes.61 The shape of 
gold nanocrystals is determined by the surface reactions on decorated silver surface. If in 
equlibrium, the calculated value of σAg (111) /σAg (100) is 0.861, which is again in the range of 
0.577 to the 1.732, and predicts cuboctahedral as the equlibrium form. The only difference lies 
in that the exposed area of Ag (100) is larger as shown in Figure 7-1.  
Compared to the growth of ionic crystals, generally there is no pervceivable reverse 
process (ripening, dissolution of crystals) for the growth of noble metal nanocrystals from 
solution under ambient conditions. The dissolution of crystals will help the atoms or ions 
acheieve the equlibrium state in reasonable time scale. This is why very small nanocrystals of 
nobel metals can be formed due to absence of ripening process in preparation of nanocrystals of 
noble metals under room temperature. However, this feature makes it very difficult to prepare 
the nanocrystals of nobel metals with equlibrium shapes. For the the nanoprism shapes 
discussed in this thesis, the interested surfaces are (111) and (110) while (100) does not appear 
in the nanoprism form. In summary, only the surface energy condieration is not enough to 





Figure 7-1. Wulff plot of gold and silver nanocrystals based on surface energies calculated 
from GGA-RBPE. 
 
7.3.2   Citric acid on gold surfaces 
The surface energy calculation was carried out using ab initio density-functional 
theory (DFT) DMol3 package. We used 2x2x1, 2x2x1 and 3x3x1 k-point meshes for Au (100), 
Au (110) and Au (111), respectively, for the Brillouin-Zone (BZ) integration, which yields 2, 2 
and 5 k-points in the irreducible part of the BZ. The slab model with 15 Ǻ thick vacuum layer 
with 2 layers of 3x3 unit cell is used to model the gold surfaces. The optimized lattice is 4.239 
angstrom. The gold atoms in the slabs of Au (100), Au (110) and Au (111) are allowed to relax 
to the equilibrium state. Then citric acid (ca) is absorbed onto the above Au (100), Au (110) 
and Au (111) surfaces and allowed fully to relax too. The adsorption energy is expressed as: 
∆E = (Esurface + Eca)- Eca on surface 
Citric acid is believed to play in important roles in formation of nanoprims. 
Theoretically speaking, the (110) surfaces can be exposed in crystal growth if the there is any 
strong interaction between citric acid and Au (110) to compensate the larger surface energy of 
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Au (110). If this is the case, the adsorption energy can modulate the nanocrystal shapes as 
demonstrated in Alivisatos’s work.62-63 
  
Figure 7-2. The optimized geometry of citric acid adsorption on Au (111), Au (110) and Au 
(100) surfaces. 
 
In last chapter, the high yield of gold nanoprisms only happens in acid condition 
where the citric acid is the main component of citrate series species. To further avoid the 
problem in image charge interaction of citrate ions, citric acid is modeled to investigate the 
interaction between different gold surfaces. 
The interactions between various gold surfaces and citric acid are very weak as shown 
in Table 7-2. Meanwhile, the Au-O distance is very large as shown in Figure 7-2 and Table 7-2. 
These large distances again suggest that the interactions between citric acid and gold surfaces 
are very weak. The van der Waals radii of gold and oxygen are 1.76 and 1.72 angstrom 
respectively while the covalent radii of gold and oxygen are 1.36 and 0.66 angstrom.64 The 
length of chemical bond of gold-oxygen is estimated to be about 2.02 Ǻ, consistent with 1.93-







Table 7-2. The adsorption energy of citric acid on different gold surfaces (3x3). 
 On Au (111) On Au (110) On Au (100) 
Adsorption energy 0.15 eV -0.05 eV 0.065 eV 
Nearest Au-O bond 
length (Ǻ) 
3.72 3.085 3.365 
 
 
The small adsorption energies suggest the blocking effect is not significant if radicals 
of citric acid initialized by ROS present in the synthesis of nanoprisms are not considered. For 
example, ROS can be chemically initialized by hydrogen peroxide (Chapter 4) as well as by 
chemical or electrochemical reduction of oxygen (chapter 5). Hydroxyl radicals are in-situ 
prepared by UV irradiation of hydrogen peroxide in chapter 6. In the case of gold nanoprisms, 
the shape effect from citric acid or citrate ions should be come from the intermediates formed 
from citric acid which is attacked by hydroxyl radical generated in-situ under the 254 nm 
irradiation as discussed in chapter 6. The theoretical study of this pathway will be further 
explored in next section. 
7.3.3  Reaction Pathway in the presence of hydroxyl radicals 
Formic acid is chosen to replace the citric acid in ab initio modeling the formation of 
gold nanoprisms for the following reasons. Firstly, gold nanoprisms can be actually fabricated 
under same condition if formic acid replaces citric acid although the yield of nanoprisms is 
lower and the size is larger. Secondly, there are much fewer atoms in formic acid than in citric 
acid, greatly reducing the computation time while the physical prototype is kept.  
As suggested in last chapter, the reaction after induction period is represented by 
22
0 COOHAuOHHCOOAu ++→•+      (1) 
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7.3.3.1   The reaction in solution: 
HCOO can be linked to Au+ bidentately (Reactant 1) where two oxyen chelate to Au+ 
or unidentately (Reactant 2) where only one oxygen atom coordinates with Au+. In each case, 
the hydroxyl radical chemically bonds to the Au+ because the bond lengths of Au-O, 1.996 Ǻ 
(Reactant 1) and 1.983 Ǻ (Reactant 2), are close to the experimental bond length of Au-O in 
Au2O3 by XRD.66 The energy difference for Reactant 1 and 2 is only 0.35 eV (33.8 KJ/mol), 
implying that the rotation of HCOO along the axis normal to the plane of HCOO is rather easy. 
Along the reaction coordinate, the bond length of C-O decreases and bond order of C-
O increases from reactants, transition state to product. This result suggests the formation of 
carbon dioxide as shown in Table 7-3 and Figure 7-3. The bond length of C-H in HCOO is 
elongated from 1.11 Ǻ in reactants to 1.302 Ǻ in transition state. This bond length increase 
indicates that the C-H bond is weakened by the attack of hydroxyl radical. Generally, the bond 
order of C-H decreases from reactants, transition state to product where the hydrogen atom is 
deattached from carbon. Further, the angle OCO increases while the two angles of HCO 
decrease compared to both of the reactant configurations. These angle changes also show that 
OCO will transform to the final product of carbon dioxide in which OCO is close to 1800.  
Along the reaction coordinate, the distances of Au-O increase, suggesting the interaction 
between central gold atom and two oxygen atoms in OOCH become weakened. 
The normal analysis shows that the imaginary mode -240 cm-1 is the transient mode. In 
this mode, the O-atom from hydroxyl radical and H-atom from HCOO approach to each other. 
Mulliken analysis suggests that the charge transfers take place in the transition state. The partial 
charge of gold changes from 0.436 e to 0.389 e while the charge residing on oxygen nearest to 
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gold reduces to -0.43 e from -0.456 e. This is further demonstrated by the elongation of the 
distance of gold-oxygen bond when Au+ is reduced to Au0 along the reaction coordinate. 
Table 7-3. The calculated geometry and bonding energy of reactants and transition state and 
product of reaction (1) by DMol3. 
 
 Reactant 1 Reactant 2 Transition state product 
RC-H1(Ǻ) 1.11 1.12 1.3 --- 
RC-O1(Ǻ) 1.282 1.327 1.43 1.181 
RC-O2(Ǻ) 1.27 1.222 1.02 1.181 
RH2-O3(Ǻ) 0.987 0.988 0.98 0.98 
RAu-O1(Ǻ) 2.193 2.02 2.465 3.88 
RAu-O2(Ǻ) 2.401 --- --- 4.32 
RAu-O3(Ǻ) 1.996 1.983 2.223 3.2 
ΘO1CO2 120.60 127.2 137.90 179.70
ΘHCO1 119.10 112.9 100.90 --- 
ΘHCO1 120.3 119.9 121.20 --- 
Bond order 
of CH1 
0.904 0.865 0.58 0.0 
Bond order 
of CO1 
1.413 1.18 1.52 2 
Bond order 
of CO2 
1.52 1.87 1.82 2 
Bonding 
Energy(Ha) 





Figure 7-3. The reaction pathway of reaction (1) in solution. 
 
 
Figure 7-4. Simulated vibration spectrum of transition state of reaction (1). 
 
7.3.3.2    Reaction on gold surfaces 
The transition state searching was carried out by ab initio density-functional theory 
(DFT) DMol3 package. We use 2x2x1, 2x2x1 and 3x3x1 k-point meshes for Au (100), Au (110) 
and Au (111), respectively, for the Brillouin-Zone (BZ) integration, which yields 2, 2 and 5 k-
points in the irreducible part of the BZ. The slab model with 15 angstrom thick vacuum layer 
with 2 layers of 3x3 unit cell is used to model the gold surfaces. The optimized lattice is 4.239 
angstrom. Then HCOOAu and hydroxyl radical are allowed to be relaxed onto the above Au 
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(100), Au (110) and Au (111) surfaces to construct the reactant geometry. To simplify the 
calculation, the Au+ of HCOOAu is incorporated into the lattice. The carbon dioxide and water 
are also allowed to be relaxed on the above surfaces to construct the reasonable geometry of 
product.  
7.3.2.2.1     Pathway 1 (Bidentate Æ Product) 
In the reactants, the distances between O (in the radical of OH) and H (in the 
COOH) were observed to decrease in their transition states as shown in Table 7-4a, b and c. In 
the reaction coordinate, the bond lengths of C-H in HCOO are elongated, meaning that all of 
the C-H are weakened in the transition state by the nearby hydroxyl radicals. Further, all of the 
bond lengths of C-O decease and the angles of OCO increase along the reaction coordinate. 
These changes suggest that the carbon dioxide is being formed. The bond lengths of O-H in 
hydroxyl radicals for all three cases increase from 0.98 in the reactant to 0.988 Ǻ in the 
transition state, which shows that hydroxyl radical participates in the surface reaction. 
There is only one imaginary mode located at -354.37, -465 and -497.17 cm-1 
respectively for Au (111), Au (110) and Au (100) cases. These transition modes are found to be 
mainly the approaching motion between the hydrogen atoms in HCOO and oxygen atoms in 
hydroxyl radicals by checking the animation of these vibration modes.  
The activation barriers are about 0.793, 1.08 and 1.31 eV respectively for Au (111), 







Table 7-4. The calculated geometries and bonding energies of reactants and transition state and 
product of Reaction (1) by DMol3. 
 
Table 7-4a on Au (111) 
 bidentate reactant Transition state product 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 3.228 1.573 0.975 
rC-H(Ǻ)b 1.11 1.216 --- 
rC-O(Ǻ)b 1.27 1.252 1.181 
ΘOCO
b 132.20 136.20 1800 
ΘHCO
b 113.90 111.00 --- 
Bonding Energy(Ha) -2.276 -2.247 -2.326  
 
Table 7-4b on Au (110) 
 reactant Transition state product 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 4.495 1.317 0.975 
rC-H(Ǻ)b 1.11 1.325 --- 
rC-O(Ǻ)b 1.271 1.254 1.181 
ΘOCO
b 130.620 135.10 178.620 
ΘHCO
b 114.70 112.50 --- 
Bonding Energy(Ha) -2.166 -2.126 -2.259  
 
Table 7-4c on Au (100) 
 reactant Transition state product 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 3.46 1.376 0.973 
rC-H(Ǻ)b 1.107 1.299 --- 
rC-O(Ǻ)b 1.268 1.253 1.179 
ΘOCO
b 131.00 135.520 178.620 
ΘHCO
b 114.50 112.20 --- 
Bonding Energy(Ha) -2.221 -2.173 -2.265 
 
Note: a:rO-H is the distance of H (in HCOO) and O(in OH); b: rC-H is the distance of C and H in HCOO, rC-O is the 










In summary, a reasonable transition state needs the hydrogen atom in HCOO and 
oxygen atom in hydroxyl radical to approach to each other. Among the two species such as 
hydroxyl radical and HCOO on gold surfaces, hydroxyl radical is strongly adsorbed on all of 
the gold surfaces with all three orientations. Therefore, the only species mobile is HCOO, 
approaching the oxygen atom in hydroxyl to form the transition state. There are two possible 
ways of this movement. One is the bending of C-H and the other is swaying of the molecular 
plane of HCOO. Bending C-H is equivalent to bending one of the sp2 of carbon and needs 
substantial energy due to breaking the plane symmetry of HCOO. On the other hand, from the 
reaction coordinate in the above DFT calculation, the swaying mode of the HCOO is more 
favourable for approaching the oxygen atom in hydroxyl radical as shown in Figure 7-5. Only 
after the transition state, the C-H is slightly bended. In Pathway 1, the differences in activation 
barrier energy of Reaction (1) on Au (111), Au (110) and Au (100) may be attributed to 
different swaying mode of HCOO on these surfaces with different symmetry.  
7.3.2.2        Pathway 2 (bidentate Æunidentate Æproduct) 
From the activation barrier we have calculated from DFT, it is found that the barrier 
energies on Au (100) and Au (110) are 1.31 and 1.08 eV, which are close to the value of 
Reaction (1) in solution. This suggests that the Au (110) and Au (100) do not have significant 
catalytic effect. This seems to contradict with the kinetic observation in Chapter 6. The reaction 
(1) can be accelerated after induction period in the kinetic observation in UV-Vis or 
conductivity measurements. This inconsistency drives us to find new pathway which has a 
lower activation barrier. In fact, HCOO can unidentately chelate with the gold atom beside the 
bidentate configuration although the unidentate configuration is relatively less stable. As 
suggested in the searching of transition state in the solution investigated above, unidentate 
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geometry of reactant is a good choice as less energy is required for detaching or swaying the 
Au-O compared to the bidentate case. 
As shown in Figure 7-6, the two oxygen atoms in HCOO locate nearly on top of 
gold lattice in R1 on all of the three gold surfaces while only one oxygen atom chelates with the 
gold surfaces in P1. 
There is little change of hydroxyl radical from R1 Æ P1 for Au (100), Au (110) and 
Au (111) due to strong interaction between hydroxyl radicals and all three gold surfaces. This 
suggests that the hydroxyl radical does not participate in the process R1 Æ P1. In the process of 
R1 Æ P1, only HCOO movement is involved. However, this movement is very different for 
various gold surfaces. In Au (100) case, the geometry including bond lengths of C-H and C-O, 
angles of HCO and OCO changes little as shown in Table 7-5, suggesting the HCOO molecular 
plane just translates along a side direction of unit cell before transition state. This movement is 
easily thermally activated due to smooth PES along [010]. After transition state, HCOO turns 
around 900, which is shown in Figure 7-6. For Au (110) and Au (111) cases, the detaching 
mechanism is observed. This is why the activation barriers on Au (110) and Au (111) are larger 
than 0.36 e V in Au (100) case for R1 Æ P1. The detaching process needs significant energy to 
break Au-O. After P1 is formed, HCOO can be nearly freely vertically so that it can be 
prepared to be attacked by hydroxyl. Compared to the bidentately HCOO, the unidentately 







Table 7-5. The calculated geometries and bonding energies of reactants and transition states and 
products of Reaction (1) by DMol3. 
 
Table 7-5a on Au (100) 
 R1 TS1 P1(R2) TS2 P2 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 3.582 4.681 2.526 1.457 0.973 
rC-H(Ǻ)b 1.114 1.118 1.112 1.241 --- 
rC-O(Ǻ)b 1.27 1.273 1.225(1.344) 1.23(1.269) 1.179 
ΘOCO
b 131.80 1310 122.20 136.2520 178.620 
ΘHCO
b 114.10 114.50 122.7(115) 114(109.74) --- 
Bonding 
Energy(Ha) 
-2.222 -2.208 -2.198 -2.176 -2.265 
 
Table 7-5b on Au (110) 
 
 R1 TS1 P1(R2) TS2 P2 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 4.495 4.075 2.563 1.388 0.973 
LC-H(Ǻ)b 1.11 1.118 1.114 1.271 --- 
LC-O(Ǻ)b 1.271 1.227(1.332) 1.225(1.344) 1.23(1.277) 1.179 
ΘOCO
b 130.620 123.530 121.790 134.10 1800 
ΘHCO
b 114.690 121.7, 114.7 122.5(115.7) 114.3(111.6) --- 
Imaginary mode no -47 cm-1 no -126.4cm-1 no 
Bonding 
Energy(Ha) 
-2.166 -2.142 -2.144 -2.121 -2.192 
 
Table 7-5c on Au (111) 
 
 R1 TS1 P1(R2) TS2 P2 
rO-H(Ǻ)a 3.228 4.0 2.843 1.595 0.974 
rC-H(Ǻ)b 1.11 1.118 1.112 1.193 --- 
rC-O(Ǻ)b 1.27 1.227(1.328) 1.225(1.337) 1.233(1.286) 1.181 
ΘOCO
b 132.20 122.90 124.40 131.50 177.90 
ΘHCO
b 113.90 121.3, 115.9 122.4(113.2) 116.3(112.1) --- 
Imaginary mode no -115.8 cm-1 no -232cm-1 no 
Bonding 
Energy(Ha) 
-2.276 -2.249 -2.252 -2.251 -2.283 
Note: a:rO-H is the distance of H (in HCOO) and O(in OH); b: rC-H is the distance of C and H in HCOO, rC-O is the distance 





Table 7-6. Summary of the barrier energy of Reaction (1) in solution and on gold surfaces. 
 
 Pathway 1 Pathway 2 Solution 
R1ÆP1 R2ÆP2 
Au(100) 1.31 eV 0.36 eV 0.6 eV 1.38 eV 
Au(110) 1.08 eV 0.653 eV 0.626 eV 
Au(111) 0.79 eV 0.74 eV 0.03 eV 
 
 
The barrier energy of TS2 is 0.6 eV. In summary, the rate determining step of 
reaction (1) on Au (100) is the elementary process of conversion unidentate reactant to product 
and activation barrier energy is 0.6 eV. Compared to the pathway 1, the barrier energy 
decreases greatly. 
The barrier energies of the elementary processes shown in Figure 7-6 are 
summarized in Table. 7-6. In Pathway 2, the rate determining process for Au (110) and Au 
(111) is R1ÆP1. By Contrast, R2ÆP2 process is rate determining for Au (100). The Reaction 





















For the same elementary process, the growth rate of Au (111), Au (110) and Au 




, where EBE is the 
respective activation barrier energy of reaction (1) on various surfaces. Therefore, R110/R111 is 
about 55 while R100/R111 is about 233. If the crystal is constructed by their respective growth 
rate (R111, R110 and R100) according to its point group (m-3m), it is found that the resulting 
shape of gold crystal is octahedron structure as shown in left picture of Figure 7-7. If symmetry 
of m-3m is kept, no plate can be formed in crystal habit. Therefore, there should be another 
mechanism in breaking the symmetry. 
 
        
 
Figure 7-7. The calculated crystal shape of gold by keep the symmetry of point group (m-3m) with 










7.3.4   Gold adtoms self diffusion on terrace 
The calculation was carried out by ab initio density-functional theory (DFT) CASTEP 
package. We use 2x3x1 and 4x4x1 k-point meshes for Au (110) and Au (111), respectively, for 
the Brillouin-Zone (BZ) integration, which yields 3 and 8 k-points in the irreducible part of the 
BZ. The slab model with 15 angstrom thick vacuum layer with 3 layers of 2x2 unit cell is used 
to model the gold surfaces.  
Kinetic control rather than thermodynamic control has speculated to dominate the 
formation of silver nanobox67, evidenced in the sensitivity of the resulting shapes of silver 
nanocrystals to reaction conditions. However, theoretical understanding on the kinetics 
controlled growth is to be established, particularly due to the complexity of crystal growth in 
the solution. In contrast, the atomic processes of epitaxial crystal growth of silver and gold are 
well understood using First Principles DFT methods.68 The resulting shapes can even be 
predicted in some cases. 
Fortunately, the shapes we are interested in here are not far from the equilibrium state 
as fractal or island structures were not observed on the resulting surfaces of nanoprisms. The 
surfaces are atomically smooth in the gold nanoprisms, shown in STM studuies69 as well as our 
AFM work presented in last chapter. This fact suggests that gold atoms are at least in 
equilibrium state on Au (111) surfaces even at room temperature. The kinetic effect should 
come from the edges of Au (111)/Au (110). Therefore, the above analysis drives us to 





7.3.4.1    Au (111) Terrace 
 
Table 7-7. The attaching energies of gold atoms at different positions of Au (111). 
Attaching 
position 
top bridge h.c.p. hollowb f.c.c. hollowb
Attaching 
energy(eV) 
---a 1.73 1.84 1.85 
 
 a, the gold atom is not stable and will automatically relaxed to the h.c.p. hollow site. 
 b, h.c.p. and f.c.c. hollow sites are nearly same energetically. 
 
The process P1 in which the gold atom diffuses from h.c.p. site to the neighboring f.c.c. 
site should be the most important path because all of the other diffusing modes can be 
constructed from this mode. For example, gold adatoms diffuse from h.c.p. site to the two 
neighboring h.c.p sites in process of P2 and P3 respectively. However, P2 or P3 can be 
decomposed into two independent P1s as shown in Figure 7-8. It is found that the transition 
state is exactly on the bridge site of the 111 unit cell which is also supported by the Table 7-7. 
The barrier energy of gold atom hopping from h.c.p. site to f.c.c. site is 0.103 eV which is 
much smaller than all of the other hopping modes. This small activation barrier indicates that 
the gold adatoms have high mobility so that they can easily reach the existing steps by thermal 
activation (kT=0.025 eV, at 298 K) in experimental time scale. This case corresponds to the 









Figure 7-8. The summary of the pathways of gold adatoms diffusing on Au (111)(upper); lower 
graph represents energy profile of Process 1 found by castep package. R represents reactant, TS: 












7.3.4.2    Au (110) terrace 
 
Table 7-8. The attaching energies of gold atoms on different positions of Au (111). 
 
Attaching position top Long bridge Short bridge  hollow
Attaching energy( 1.36 1.91 1.80  2.4  
 
P1 represents the gold adatoms in one hollow site diffuse across the long bridge to a 
neighboring hollow site. P2 represents the gold adatoms in one hollow site diffuse across the 
short bridge to a neighboring hollow site. It is found that the transition states are exactly on the 
long and short bridge site respectively for P1 and P2 as shown in Figure 7-9. The activation 
barrier energies are 0.49 and 0.6 eV respectively for P1 and P2. These computed barriers are 
nearly same as the energy difference between hollow and bridge sites as shown in Table 7-8. 





Figure 7-9. The pathways of gold diffusing on Au (110) terraces. Pathway P1 represents 
hopping across the long bridge site while P2 represents hopping across the short bridge site. BL 
and BS represent the long bridge and short bridge site which are the transition states of 
pathways of P1 and P2 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7-10. The pathways of gold adatoms diffusing on Au (110) terraces. Pathway P3 




Path 1 and Path 2 are independent. These two paths can coexist. However, P3 can be 
decomposed into P1 and P2. The PES shown in Table 7-8 determines that the gold atom is 
difficult to hop diagonally through the top position. The high barrier of hopping of gold atoms 
on Au (110) implies the movement is hindered in the diffusion mechanism. 
7.3.5 Gold adatoms diffuse over edge  
There are two kinds of 111/110 edges as observed from right side picture in Figure 7-7. 
For example, Au (111) is vertical to Au (1-10), and the resulting edge is called Au (111)/Au (1-
10). The angle between Au (111) and (110) is 1320, and the edge is called Au (111)/Au (110). 
The gold adatoms will behave different by across these two edges. 
7.3.5.1        Edge 111/1-10 (900) 
The barrier energy from hollow site on Au (1-10) to the hollow site on Au (111) is 
0.482 eV while the barrier energy is 0.522 eV from Au (111) to Au (1-10). These barrier 
energies are very large compared to the activation energy of gold adatoms diffusing on Au 
(111). The result shows that the gold adatoms are hindered to cross the edge of Au (111)/Au (1-
10). This strongly suggests that the actual growth rates of Au (111) and Au (1-10) are 











Figure 7-11. View of reactant, transition state and product for gold adatoms diffusing across 
Au(111)/Au(1-10)  along <111> ,  <110>  and  <010> direction. 




Figure 7-12. The reaction pathway for gold atom hopping through Au (111)/Au (1-10) edge, 
the structure is view along <111> direction.  
 
 
7.3.5.2   Edge 111/110 (1320) 
The barrier energy from hollow site on Au (111) to the hollow site on Au (110) is 







   
 
 
Figure 7-13. View of reactant, transition state and product for gold adatoms diffusing across 





   
Figure 7-14. The reaction pathway for gold atom hopping through 111/110 edge, the structure 
is view along <111> direction.  
 
 
The gold atoms from Au (111) could diffuse easily to Au (110), but not true for the 
reversed way. There are two reasons behind this phenomenon. First, when Au (110) and Au 
(111) surfaces are in contact, the gold atoms thermodynamically incline to move to the more 
open surface such as 110 which is more unsaturated in bonding pair. Secondly, the gold atoms 
are more difficult to diffuse on perfect unreconstructed Au (110) terrace compared to the Au 
(111) surface. Furthermore, the barrier of overcoming the edge Au (111)/Au (110) is near to the 
energy barrier of gold adatoms diffusing on Au (111) terrace. With this fact in mind, Au (110) 
surface is not stable because the growth rate of Au (110) depends on the reaction rate of 
Reaction (1) on Au (110) and the diffusing rate of gold atom crossing the edge of Au (111)/Au 
(110). Furthermore, the growth rate of Au (110) is mainly determined by the diffusing rate of 
gold atom crossing the edge of Au (111)/Au (110) because the small barrier energy is needed to 
overcome compared to large barrier energy of the reaction (1) (0.121eV vs. 0.653 eV). In other 




Figure 7-15. The construction of gold nanoprism with R110/R111 equal to 55. 
 
In summary, the symmetrically equivalent surfaces of Au (110) and Au (1-10) is not 
degenerate in crystal growth. The reason lies in that gold adatoms can move easily from Au 
(111) to Au (110) across the edge of Au (111)/Au (110) while they are difficult to overcome 
the edge Au (111)/Au (1-10). In addition, Au (1-10) is perpendicular to Au (111). This 
phenomenon is called as dynamic breaking of symmetry. Thus, only subgroup (-3m or 6/mm) 
of point group (m-3m) can be observed in the crystal habits. From similar analysis, Au (-110), 
Au (10-1), Au (-1 0 1), Au (01-1) and Au (0-11) are degenerate crystal planes in crystal growth. 
According to the relative growth rate of Au (111) and Au (1-10), the hexagonal plate is 
constructed as shown in Figure 7-15. Interestingly, the aspect ratio between diameter/thickness 
is about 1000 nm/25 nm=40 in the prepared gold nanoprism as shown in Figure 6-2a in last 
chapter. The experimental relative growth rate (R110/R111)exp should be equal to 17 ( 3 /4 of 
aspect ratio), which is about 1/3 as the calculated (R110/R111)cal (55). This discrepancy could 
come from citric acid used instead of formic acid. For the case of formic acid as shown in 
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Figure 7-16. The morphology of gold nanoprisms prepared by formic acid. The other condition 
is same as Figure 6-2(a) in last chapter.  
 
The dynamical breaking of symmetry is natural for f.c.c. metals in the temperature 
region above the roughening temperature. The only requirement is that 110 surfaces are 
exposed or stabilized. This dynamical symmetry breaking has important consequence in 
controlling the morphology of f.c.c metals such as gold and silver which are famous in their 
small surface energy differences and high tendency to approaching isotropic crystal habits. For 
example, silver and gold microplates70-74 were observed with MTPs as major product in 
evaporation method in inert gas in some zone and special environment. In the presence of the 
impurities of O2, O2 can be used as surfactant75-83 which will modulate the homoepitaxial 
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growth of silver and gold. It is known that the sticking coefficient of O2 on Ag (110) or Au 
(110) is higher than other low miller index surfaces. This stabilizing Ag (110) or Au (110) will 
result in dynamical symmetry breaking and plate form of silver or gold crystal will be formed. 
 
7.4     Conclusion and prospect 
In this study, detailed formation mechanism of gold nanoprisms prepared in last chapter 
has been investigated in terms of first principle DFT calculation. We found that the surface 
energies can not be employed to account for the nanoprism formation. Our DFT result of citric 
acid adsorption on gold surfaces also shows that the adsorption energy is too small to support 
the popular view of blocking effect due to selective adsorption of citric acid on specific surface. 
On the other hand, the Reaction (1) was found to be surface sensitive, resulting in different 
growth rates for Au (111), Au (110) and Au (100). 
Importantly, crystal equivalent surfaces can have different growth rates under suitable 
temperature. This phenomenon is termed as dynamical breaking of symmetry. Reducing m-3m 
symmetry to a lower symmetry is the key reason of formation of plate form. 
The general ideas of dynamical breaking may also be extended to the formation 
mechanism of silver nanoprisms. 
The perspective in this study can lend a hand to explain other shapes of f.c.c. 
nanocrystals.  For example, Ag (100) is the important surface for the preparation of silver 
nanowires and nanocubes by polyol process.  Currently, we do not understand why the Ag (100) 
is exposed. Thermodynamically, Ag (100) can be exposed by specially adsorbed species on Ag 
(100) if the adsorption energy on Ag (100) can compensate the surface energy difference 
between Ag (111) and Ag (100). Kinetically, Ag (100) can be also exposed if the surface 
reaction on Ag (100) is slow enough compared to on Ag (111) and Ag (110). Xia’s group 
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realized that O2/Cl- plays important role in the selective etching of silver MTPs.  The oxidation 
of polyol on surfaces of silver nanocrystals was lately discovered by his group as well. Ag (100) 
can also be exposed too if its etching rate is fastest on compared to Ag (111) and Ag (110). The 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Prospect 
 
First the SPR of silver nanoprisms are simulated by DDA method in chapter 3. From 
simulation results, it is found that there is a characteristic peak located around 336 nm for all of 
the plate form of silver nanocrystals including triangle, hexagonal nanoprisms and compressed 
cylinder. This result is intensively employed to monitor the formula screening and formation 
process in thereafter experimental chapters by UV-Vis spectrum. It is further found that the 
dipole in-plane SPR peaks red shift as the aspect ratio increases. This result is used to estimate 
the thickness of rounded forms of silver nanoplates including hexagonal nanoprisms and 
compressed cylinders from TEM and simulation data. 
In chapter 4, hydrogen peroxide is used to activate the reductant precursors such as citric 
acid (citrate), ethanol and PVP on the surfaces of in situ formed silver seeds. It is found that the 
silver nanoprisms can be successfully produced. 
In chapter 5, Silver nanoprisms with different sizes have been successfully produced by 
simply tuning the pH value of growth bath in the seed mediated crystal growth method. The 
role of oxygen is investigated in formation mechanism of silver nanoprisms. It is found that no 
silver nanoprisms can be produced under anaerobic condition, more importantly the pH effect 
will vanish in absence of oxygen. This view is further supported by electrodepositing of silver 
nanoplates. It is found that the silver nanoplates can be successfully electrochemically prepared 
under the 2e- pathway of reducing oxygen. 
In chapter 6, single crystal gold nanoprisms with high purity are also successfully 
prepared under 254 nm irradiation in presence of H2O2. Under our experimental condition, 
hydrogen peroxide is decomposed into 2 hydroxyl radicals in presence of 254 nm irradiation. 
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These in situ produced active hydroxyl radicals are surface sensitively adsorbed onto the gold 
surface bringing about the surface sensitive reaction on gold surface which will be ab initio 
modelled in chapter 7 in detail. The size of these nanoprisms can be tuned by simply adjusting 
the pH value of growth bath. The XRD data disapproves the popular view of stacking faults 
existing in gold nanoprisms. The result further confronts the role of stacking faults in formation 
of plate form of gold. 
In theoretical part of this study, the study about surface energy and adsorption of target 
molecules shows that only surface energy is not enough to explain why nanoplates are formed. 
The theoretical study on gold nanoprisms forms shows one possible pathway of formation of 
gold nanoprism. DFT modelling shows that the adsorbed hydroxyl radical can abstract the 
hydrogen in the nearby formate ions, and the electron is simultaneously transferred to the 
ligand aurous ion, and the aurous ion is reduced. More importantly, this reaction is also surface 
sensitive. The growth of Au (110) is slower than Au (100) and faster than Au (111). In the 
room temperature which is far away from the melting point of gold, it is found that the 
equilibrium condition cannot be achieved. Microscopically, two atomic processes are 
investigated in this study. First, the atomic diffusion on terrace is studied. It is found that the 
activation barrier energy of gold atom diffusion on Au (111) is about 0.103 eV. Secondly, the 
atomic diffusion over edge is further considered. We found that the activation barrier energies 
over Au (111)/Au (110) and Au (111)/Au (1-10) differentiate much. The dynamical symmetry 
is termed in this case. Physically speaking, the crystal equilibrium surfaces such as Au (110) 
and Au (1-10) have a different growth rate when they are in contact with Au (111). The six 
vertically aligned Au (1-10) surface and Au (111) and Au (-1-1-1) will make the hexagonal 
gold nanoprisms. Furthermore, the calculated aspect ratio (55) coincides well with the 
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experimentally measured aspect ratio (72). This result further proves the validity of DFT 
modelling in this work. 
In summary, two methods are experimentally practiced in controlling the shapes of 
nanocrystal in solution growth of silver and gold nanocrystals. In both methods, the ROS plays 
important role in formation of silver and gold nanoprisms. Another key factor in producing 
silver and gold nanoprisms is using weak reductants. For example, in chapter 5, the ascorbic 
acid is used. In chapter 4 and 6, the reductants are more diversified. For example, citric acid or 
citrate is usually used. Beside citric acid, even ethanol and PVP without reducing ability usual 
are used to producing the nanoprisms too. The common feature of these compounds is that all 
of them should be activated first to reduce silver ions. These compounds are termed reductant 
precursors. If the activation process takes place on the crystal surfaces, it will help in 
controlling the shapes. This process has been discussed in chapter 4 experimentally and chapter 
7 theoretically. In chapter 7, we have demonstrated one possible pathway to produce 
nanoprisms theoretically. In fact, reductant precursors such as PVP or DMF have been 
successfully used to produce noble metal nanocrystals with different shapes although the 
underlying principles are not well understood for all existing method.  
Surface sensitivity reaction is believed to play the most important role in shaping the 
nanocrystals. For silver and gold nanoprisms, oxygen or ROS are convenient ways to tuning the 
reaction pathway of producing nanoprisms. These ROS are open shell species which are strong 
chemically adsorbed on silver and gold surface. Furthermore, these active ROS can initialize 
the reaction which is Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism in nature. Therefore, the growth rate 
of low miller index surface is surface sensitive. From DFT modelling in chapter 7, it is known 
that the symmetry breaking will take place in the room temperature only if growth rate of (110) 
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surface is slower than (100) and faster than (111). Generally, the surface reaction rate is usually 
in the sequence (110) > (100) > (111). This is why we usually cannot produce nanoprisms. This 
sequence is just in reverse of the surface energy sequence due to the surface properties of these 
three low miller index surfaces. For nanoprism case, experimental condition should be found to 
reverse the growth rate of (110) and (100). For cubic case, it is more critical to found a 
condition where growth rate of (100) is slowest. It is estimated that the growth rate sequence is 
(100) < (111) < (110) due to the appearance of truncated cubic in the growth of cubic 
nanocrystals. Experimentally, cubic form of silver, gold has been successfully prepared by 
polyol process invented by Xia Younan. However, there is no theoretical work in this respect. 
In this study, we only studied the nanoprism case. However, the general idea can be 
extended to formation mechanism of all single crystal nanocrystals although the detailed ways 
to exposed interesting surfaces should be depend upon the actual chemistry. For example, Ag 
(100) is the important surfaces for the preparation of silver nanowires and nanocubes by polyol 
process.  For the time being, we do not know why the Ag (100) is exposed. Thermodynamically, 
Ag (100) can be exposed by specially adsorbed species adsorption on Ag (100) if the 
adsorption energy on Ag (100) can compensate the surface energy difference between Ag (111) 
and Ag (100). Kinetically, Ag (100) can be also exposed if the surface reaction on Ag (100) can 
be slow enough compared to on Ag (111) and Ag (110). Surface reactions on this system have 
been investigated by Xia’s group. Xia’s group has realized that O2/Cl- plays important role in 
the selective etching of silver MTPs.  The oxidation of polyol was lately discovered by his 
group too. Unfortunely, we do not know the rate determining step of deposition silver atoms on 
the silver surfaces. There is another possibility, if the etching rate is fastest on Ag (100) 
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compared to Ag (111) and Ag (110), Ag (100) can be exposed too. The detailed mechanism is 
waiting to be explored experimentally and theoretically. 
However, there are some limitations in this thesis. First, the difference between triangle 
and hexagonal nanoprisms lie in the symmetry difference. We do not touch this problem yet in 
this thesis. Secondly, for the nanostructures with defects such as MTPs and five twinned 
nanowires and nanorods, the elastic energy should be incorporated to explain the formation 
mechanism to geometrically construct the morphology. Lastly, exchange mechanism (gold 
atom exchange through solution) is not considered in this thesis. I believe this mechanism is not 
surface sensitive, however this mechanism could lower the overall activation barrier when the 
gold atom diffusion on the terrace or over edges. 
 
 
 
 
 
